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Through years of' research most a.uthori ties have 
arrived at the conclusion tha.t,in general, a Child's ability 
to :Learn to read is governed by his intelligence, his early 
environment, and his ability to respond to varied stimuli. 
l 
The average reading text has been constructed for the 
use of the normal to bright child from a middle class 
environment, and with the ability to adjust himself, with e. 
minimum of emotional unbaJ.ance, to various ordinary distur._ 
banoes. 
Many studies have been carried on, and fairly 
adequate provisions have been made for the adjustment of the 
special class child: the deaf, the mute, the pllysically 
babdicap:ped, and the mentally inadequate. 
HOwever, there is less evidence that satisfactory 
provision bas been made for the reading needs of the slow-
normal Child: subject to emotional blockings, bandic~ped by 
a limited background of' essential e~eriences, or possessor 
of a below-normal I.~. 
Therefore it seems highly important and neeessary 
that provision be made for additional help for the large 





P~T 0~ STUDY 
PROBLEM: 
l.The building of a workbook with constructive 
exercises suitable for use by slow-normal children. 
2.The selection of a basic vocabulary suited to the 
needs, interests, and abilities lJf the slow-normal 
child. 
3.The building of exercises which will: 
e.. Include the selected vocabulary. 
b. Provide tor individual needs, interests, and 
a.bili ties. 
c. Enploy th~ best techniques for securing the 
desired results. 
d. Develop proper Skills, habits, and attitudes. 
e. Develop visual, auditory, and mental discrim-
ination. 
4.Illustrating the exercises in such a wq tlla.t the 
child may easily make associations between the 
pictures and the words. 
2 
PURPOSE: 
1. To construct an educational workbook with 
exercises which the slow-normal first grader may 
use by himself or with the minimum of help from 
his teacher, following the reading readiness 
period. 
2. To develop a series of exercises which will aid 
the child in mastering a basic vocabulary 
neces~ for future reading. 
3. To plan the w~rk according to the needs,interests, 
and abilities of the slow-normal child so that he 
may derive a sense of pleasure, security, and 
independence in using it. 
4. To plan work which will inoulcate in the child a 
desire for reading and the worthy use of leisure 
time. 
5. To formulate exercises which will aid in the 
devel~ment of definite desirable work skills and 
habits. 
6., '2!o plan exercises which will aid in the develop-
ment of auditory, visual, and mental discrimina.-
tion. 
1. To incorporate in the exercises the vocabul~ 
most familiar to first graders in the social 










and coloring required by the average first grade 
course of study. 








1. Study of research by prominent educators and 
others interested in the field of reading. 
2. Survey _ of popular first-grade workbooks now 
in use. 
3. Survey of best-known vocabulary lists. 
LIMITATIONS: 
1. The group and number of children available. 
2. The amount of time available. 
3. The amount of control possible. 
5 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY OF RELATED READINGS 
A. Riasons for Learning to Read 
B. When the Child Should Begin to ~ead 
c. Definitions of Good Reading and Essential 
Accompanying Factors 
D. Factors Involved in the Reading Process 
E. Suggested Reading Methods 
F. Contributing Factors in Reading Failure 
G. Jleasures for the Prevention of Speech Defects , 




A. REASONS FOR LEA:ijNING TO READ 
Civilization progresses only as information is 
garnered and handed down through the ages, and is used in 
the promotion of richer, happier living. A written record 
is one of the most satisfactory methods of preserving this 
information, and the a.bili ty to read well assures one of an 
excellent means of acquiring it. 
The principal aim of elementary education is to give 
each child the opportunity to acquire the flUldamental 
habits,skills, attitudes, understandings, and ~preciations 
necessary for successful living in a.n ever-changing social 
order. 
To(iq civilization is rapidly becoming more and more 
complicated, and the child needs all 'the well-balanced 
moral and physical support adults can give him in order 
that he may learn to face life without becoming abnormal in 
some respect. 
It is the duty of the aduJ.t to become so well 
acquainted with the child as a whole that he may be able,io 
an affective manner, to irqpart the necessary knowle~e to 
the Child at the proper time. 
In the fol.lowing paragraphs are reasons for learning 
to read, as e~ressed by some of our foremost educators 
and students • 
Durrell says of reading: 
· It will provide enrichment of . travel and 
greater pleasure in hobbies, athletics, and other 
forms of recreation. It can be helpful in social 
relationehips and in many kinds of personal. problems. 
In summary, our highest objective for reading-- the 
enricbment of living-- is best reached tllrough the. 
teaching of subjects other tban reading.-1./ 
There is undoubtably a high value in a reason-
ably common literary background for children. The 
emotional rewards from good reading, as well a.s a 
deeper understanding of customs, problems 1 and desires 
of other people, are intensely valuable. U 
It is in subjects such as science, art, mu.sic, 
practical arts, physical education, history, and 
geography that reading may be employed for its highest 
practical value, that of getting the child closer to 
life through giving the background for appreciative 
observation, intelligent planning, and well-directed 
action. In these subjects, properly taught, the child 
will learn to turn to reading as one source of help 
in sol.ving munerous practical problems. U · 
Reading can b.e hel.pful in one 1 s activities as a 
consumer-- the purcllase of clothes, furniture, food, 
unensil.s, and serVices--aiding in more discriminative · 
buying a.s well as in use and care of things purcbi,sed. 
It can aid in activities related to maintenance and 
preventJ.•Ilcof' accidents. !./ 
According to Newma:yer,"Reading is essential to intel-
l.ectual supremacy as well as a. means to ordinary 
educational facilities. 11 .2../ 
Children who lea:an to read fluently and under-
standingly have acquired the most intellectual tool. 
Learning to read is a con:plicated task that demands 
~ D9.nald D.DUrrell1 Improvement of Basic ReftdiUg Abilit:s __ (Yonk:ers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Conpany, 
1940) P.l2 . . 
u ~.,p.ll ' D Loc. ·cit. D t6ia.~12 
a 
~ S.Weir Newmayer, First Aids iaReading Diffigulties 
(Philadelphia: North American Printing Cozqpa.ny,l940) p.4l. 
I 
progressive training in the mechanics of the eoience, 
quick recognition of the quaint symbols of letters and 
other typeare.Phical devices, auditory and visual inter-
pretations of combinations. Having learned how to read, 
the average child can, to a great extent, take care of 
his or her own education. The chief duties of a 
teacher, thereafter, are to incite curiosity and 
interest and direct efforts into useful channels. 
Pleasure, understanding, and desire to read come oril.y 
to those that read ~oo~hl7 and without effort, 
fatigue, and boredom. ~ 
:Betts and Welch state: " Listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing are facets of that area of child development 
called language. They are means of comnnmica.tion." 1../ 
From the Chicago Conference on Reading comes the 
statement: 
Reading as a crucial activity relates to the growth 
and refreShments of the mind. It supplies content; 
comparison, criticism, enJoyment, and inepiration. A 
9 
poor reader is deformed; a reluctant reader is ethically 
deficient. As with health, we bend every effort to 
ilqprove the so-call.ed 'mechanics', although nothing is 
less mechanical than reading in its total impact. 
Throughout the process we ~eet the reader to, show self-
reliance and some good choices; that is where moral.i ty 
enters. Lf 
Sf Ibid~,pp.vii-viii 
..:JI htt A. Betts and Carolyn u. Welch, " Directed 
Readdng Activities", The:' A~ Q. Langya&ee .. ·Atl.iiJ .Bulletin • 
Volume I, Number 4 \New Yprk: Americail:Sook Co1qpaey, 1948)p.2 
!1..../W'ill.iam s. Gray, Conpiler and Editor,"The A;ppra.ise.l 
of Current Practices in Reading" , Sppplementa.ry ]Jducational 
~nosr'iha• Number 61 ( Chicago: The Univere.ity of Chicago 
ress, 946) p.8 
I 
Of special importance in helping to preserve and 
further iuprove our demcratic pattern of life is 
the need for the development of readers capable 
of free self-reliant interpretation, wise 
discrr;dnation, and intelligent self-direction. 2-/ 
F .:S • Knight SaYS: 
10 
Wby education of the young in a democracy 
must be notable for its success in creating e. 
practicall.Y universal ability to read is obvious. 
In .many wa.ys a citizen, man or woman, rich or 
poor, well or sick, young or old, strong or weak, 
is hopelessly bandica.pped by reading di_se.bility. !Q.../ 
Harris believes that unless steps are taken to 
aid the child who is slow in reading, he will fall farther 
behind as he goes up the grades. He may be sujected to 
insulting remarks fro·m playmates and scoldings from 
parents. He may develop an inferiority coii~>lU or a strong 
dislike for school. He may become a problem, a truant, or 
a criminal as time progresses. W 
The author has had e~eriences in teaching 
which definitely · substantiate Harris' statements. Children 
are more sensitive than the average layman realizes, and are 
~t to conceal their real emotions behind very strange .actions. 
---g-; William s. Gray, Con:piler and Editor, · 
"COOPERATIV1rEffort in Schools to Improve Readins", 
Supplementa.ry .Educatioml Monosr~lhs, .Number 56 lChicago: The 
University of Chicago Freas, 1942 p. ? · · 
1:Q/ Albert J. Harris, How to Incre,.se Reading Ability 
(lfew York: Longmans, Green and Company, l.940)F.B. Knight, · 
Wtor's Introduction, p.viii · · 
..ll...l Ibid., pp .1-2 
:McCullough and his colleagues state: 
Reading is an avenue of learning, e. tool, a 
means to e.n end. Effective reading is purposeful·. It 
bas personal and social values. It enables a. person to 
11 meet the practica.l ·needs of life more effectively" --
to find his way around, to learn how to make and do 
things, to solve daily problems. Reading shoUld serve 
each perS>n according to· his needs. ~ 
The teacher's first step is to plan e. program which 
will prepare the child for rea.di.ng, and to determine when 
formal instruction should begin for him. 
l,g_j Constance Me Cullough, Ruth Strang, e.nd Arthur 
Traxl.er, Problems in the Improvement of Reading (liew York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1946) ,p. 32. · ·· 
11 
B • WHEN THE CHIIJ) SHOUIJ) BEGIN TO READ 
Educators seem to agree that there is no ~ecific 
time when a child ehould begin to read, that it depends 
on the mental and peysical growth of the child, as well as 
on hie sovial background and educational advantages. 
Newmeyer reports that although the child has full 
coordination and fusion at the age of five and six years, 
there is an unstable nervous system that, controls the 
fixation and binocular vision. This results in lessened 
periods of concentration and restricted fields of fixation 
for near work. J:U 
In childr&n there is a great variation or amplitude 
for the range of near vision. This is known as accomod.a-
tion. A child may read equally as well at thirty inches 
frommthe eyes as at six or eight inches. 
"At the age of six years, when the average child is 
enrolled at schoo,l, the visual apparauus is matured for 
intellectual training."~ 
Betts and Welch are agreed that. "very few children 
can profit from initial reading instruction before they are 
six years of age •••• when all major facets of development 
·gl s.Weir Newmayer, First _Aide ~,!!Rea.dins _Diffic5tties 
(Philadelphia: North American Printing CoJq;>any,l9_40; p.::d.v. 
li...l Ibid•• p.41 
are evaluated, most children are not prepared for reading 
until they have passed their sixth birthday." !§I 
13 
Gessell and Ilg state that the most basic 8hd dramatic 
pllases of child development are concentrated in the first 
five years of life. 
Age five: 
"--likes to prepare and plan for ~:penings in the 
near future rather than to have them sprung on 
him." 
11
--ba.s a remarkable memory .for past events." 
"--has a certain orderliness to what he thinks as 
well a.s to what he does." 
"--shows a craving for the standard kindergarten 
materials. He paints, draws, colors, cuts, and 
pastes. He enjoys simple l.etter and number games. 11 
"--is e. pragmatist-- fairy tal.es with excessive 
unrealities vex and confuse him." 
They agree that age five is a;pt to be angelic. Age six 
is apt to make a definite change to the opposite, with mach 
action, as the child's s,ystem is undergoing growth changes. 
Therefore, since the average age in the first grade ranges 
from five to six years, we may e:x;pect first grade behavior 
to vary widely and violently. !§/ 
i[J Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M.Welch, "Directed 
Reading Readiness Activities; The A B C Language Arts 
:Jml.l.etin. Volume I, Number 4\ New York: American Book-
Conpany,1.948) ,p.l.. , 
1.6 I Arnold L. Gessell and Frances L. Ilg, The Child 
from ~ 12. Ten ( New York and London: Harper and B:bothers, 
1.946 ) pp.66-88. 
IL 
Age six: 
"--likes an activity program with materials 
familiar from kindergarten days." 
"--wants guidance, sin:ple directions a.n4 hel.p 
in planning. He will. not tolerate direct 
interference." 
"--likes to recognize words, and to write at hie 
desk." 
14 
"--can tell. difference between two einl>le objects. 11 . 
11
--tende to .dawd.le in most routines." 
The average first grader, they have concluded, is 
interested in word meaning, sciences( pets, pl.ants, 
weather) ·and his community(home, school., friends, neighbors, 
e.nd strangers. 1:L/ 
The following opinions are by other well-known 
educators: 
Our choices at any child level will be 
wisest if th6,1 are in ke~ing with the 
child's capacities and potential.! ties at 
that level, and the forms of behavior 
dominant at that particular period of life. 18 I 
liThe physically bandica;pped as well as the mentally 
retarded, Should not be compelled to stretch for rungs far 
beyond their reach." ~ 
17 / Ibid., et passim 
1§._/ Arthur J"ersild, et al., Child Development _ . a.wL~hL.... 
CurricU].um_{New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1946),p.9. 
~ S.Weir Newma.yer, First Aide in Reading Difficulties 
(Philadelphia: North American Printing Coillpany,l940) ,p.42. 
I 
" ChiJ.dren of high mental ability should, and usual.ly 
do, learn to read better than do children of lower mental 
ability." ?lJ._} 
15 
" It is generally conceded that children whose mental 
ages are less than six yea.rs will find learning to read a -
slow process." 2!_/ 
Maxwell concludes: 
The first-grade teacher must know the 
physical, mental, social, and emotional 
characteristics of ~he first-grade child; 
that many first-grade children are too 
immature to learn to, read; that a testing 
program should be conducted so as to 
determine the maturation of the individual 
child. __ga_/ 
gQ_j Arthur I. Gates, "Me.ual of Directions for Gates 
Primary Reading Tests " (Revised) (New York: Bureau of -
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932), 
P• 6. 
~ William Gray, Marion Molll:'oe, and Lillian Gray, 
The Basic Readers ."':'.- Teacher' e. Ed.i tion~ _.,;Pre-reading p.nd 
Pre-primer Programs-~- Zhe 1946~1947 Edition, Curriculum 
Foundation Series (New York: Scott, Foresman a.nd Company, 
1946) ,pp .20-21. . .. 
...ag,../ Jewell T. Ma:x.well, " Preparation for Primary 
Reading". Master's, 1940. Ea.st Texas State Teachers 
College. pp.43-44. 
Washburne believes that a child should be about six 
a.nd one-half years old mentally before b~gi~ng reading. 
From eJq)erimenta.l data available, Harrison concludes 
. -
that mental age is the single factor which most accurately 
determines readiness . to- read. In order to make any progress 
- -
in reading it has been found that a child must have attained 
a mental age of at least six years and that s. mental age of 
six and one-half years mere nearly insures success. The child 
needs a wealth of concepts and e& perienoes before he 
atteiqpts to, interpret the printed symbols. The ability to 
speak correctly is important to reading.~ 
Gates, Bond, and Russell recommend the following 
methods of determining reading readiness: 
l.Tests of word recognition (visual) 
2.Tests of giving words which begin or end with 
the same sound as a given sample (auditory) 
3.Tests of blending word sounds given orally (auditory 
. . 
4. Tests of reading letters of the alphabet(visual) 
o:::@' Carleton w. Washburne, A Living Philosophy ~ 
Education (New York: The .Tohn Day CoJll>a.ny,l940) pp .539-340. 
24/ Lucile 11. Harrison, Reading Readiness . (~oston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company; 1936) ,pp. 6-32. . 
_g§.../ A.I.Ga.tes, G.L.Bond, and D.H. Russell, ":Methods 
of Determining Reading Readiness," Elementary School 
J9urna1~ (November, 1939) PP· 165-167. 
~oreaux and Lee assure us: "No child Should enter 
his first reading book until he has a sight vocabulary 
~arge enough and rich enough in ideas to insure his 
success in reading •••• "_g§,/ uThe reservation of the child1.t. 
self-integrity is dependent upon success and freedom from 
worry at this time."__g_:z_j 
Regardless of when the individual shows e.n aptitude 
' - · -
for beginDing reading, e. well-organized program must be 
set up for his use when he is ready for it. 
· ~Lillian A •• Lamoreaux and Dorris May Lee, 
Learnl'iii ~· Read through. E~erience (New York: :P .• _Appleton-
Century COII!Pa.DY, Inc •, 1943 ,p .143. .. . 
..2!1....1 ~. cit 
17 
C • DEFmiTIONS OF GOOD BEADING AND ESSENTIAL 
ACCOMPANYING FACTORS 
18 
It is extremely inq:>ortant ths,t-. the teacher should 
recognize the essentials of good reading before subjecting 
the pupil to the task of learning to read. 
According to New.mayer, efficiency is recognized by 
an individual reading correctly, smoothly, rhyt.hmically, and 
with clear understanding, •• with a minimum number of 
fixations and fewer regressions per line of print. ~ 
According to Durrell a child's success in reading is 
very much d~endent on the development of a sense of 
security and a realization of eteaQy growth. He believes that 
a secure child will read in a normal tone. ~ 
G. Hildreth defines successful oral reading as pleasing 
in intonation and expression, smooth in enunciation, and 
proper in inflection. '§!2_/ 
::MJ' s.Weir Newmayer,Fir*t Aids 1P Read.ing_Difftculties (Philadelphia: 1Torth American Printing Con;;> any 1 1940 ,p .46. 
Donald D. Durrell, :rrerovement £!_Basic Rea&Ung (Yonkers-on-Hudson,ew York: World :Book Company, 
54. 
30 I G. Hildreth," Speech Defects and Reading .· ~ - · · .. · __ . . , ' 
Disab!ifties" Elementary School J'ourneJ. 46: (February 1946) 
pp.326-332. ' 
19 
D. FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE READING PROCESS 
Newmayer points out that: In reading and in learning 
to read, a child must not only visualize the letters, 
munerale, and characters, and interpret them in combi~tions 
forming words, but must also vision and memorize the varied 
marks of punctuation to obtain the sense of a sentence. It 
is doubtful whether some teachers are sufficiently 
tolerant of the difficulties that confront a child when he 
is learning to read. a./ 
A word must be recognized accurately in one-tenth of 
a second or less if it is to be read smoothly in phrases. 
A quick-flash device, such as a wo·rd or phrase 
tachistoscope, is desirable for testing recognition. 32 I 
The consensus of Gray, Monroe, and Gray is: 
To learn to read with security and success the chil.d 
must be able to understand and use oral. 
language, think clearly about the ideas 
expressed, identify accuratelY sl.ight differences 
both in the sounds of words heard abd in the 
forms of words seen, and control eye movements 
accurately enough to follww the sequence of 
printed words across the page. In addition to 
these Skills, the child must have developed 
attitudes and interests favorable for learning, 
~ Newma.yer,,2P.cit.,p.ll 
~ Durrell,gp. cit., p.177 
and he must be free from the physical and 
emotional stresses that impede learning. M../ 
20 
Harris believes that it is most i~ortant that chil-
dren build a good reading vocabulary and form good reading 
habits, for then reading becomes more meaningful. 31/ 
The Speyer program in New York found evidence that 
sense training through activities is extremely important. 
Children should listen,observe, study models, and do 
practice.~ e~eriments. ~ 
:Betts makes the following statement: 
One of the most important factors contributing 
to word recognition is that of word meaning. A 
rapid rate of association of· ideas whiCh con-
tribute to fluent and easy reading is not 
possible until the child has first formed 
many associations with words and groups of 
words.~ 
:]D Gray, 9P .ill,. ,p • 9. 
~ Harris, .2P •ill•, et passim • 
..A§..../ Arthlir Gates and M.C .Prichard, "Teaching Readibg to 
Slow Learning Chiliren", Teachers College Record,43 
(January,l942),pp.255-263 
__...."'"-(,... Emmett ~· Betts, The Prevention ~d C))rrection .s2i: ~~+L'~ ifficultJ.es (New 'Y"''U: Row,Peterson and Company, 




McKee's opinion is that "meaning in reading comes from 
the readers recalling and manipulating the concepts he 
possesses, rather than fr~m the printed s,ymbols at which 
he looks.u ~ 
Harrison believes that meaningful concepts aid in the 
interpretation of symbols and i n fixing the memory of 
printed symbols so that recognition is aided whenever the 
word is seen again • .2!L/ 
Hillard and Troxell have concluded that children with 
·a rich background are more strongly equipped to attack the 
printed word because many and varied e~eriences bring 
enriched meanings and thoughts to the task. ~ 
In Kirkpatrick's opinion, the number of words known 
by any person is dependant upon two factors: the auditory 
and visual variety in his word environment, and his own 
readiness to respond to- the various elements of this 
environment • .1Q/ 
@Paul G. McKee, Reading~ Literature in the 
Elementary_ School (:13oston: Houghtom Mifflin Coillpany ,1934) 
pp.99-lOO. 
~. Harrison,ga.cit., 
W c.-H. Hillard and E.Tro:x:ell,"Inf'ormational Back-
ground as a Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress~ 
Elenentar;y School Journal 1 38 (1937) ,pp .255-263. .. 
iQ/ E.A.Kirk;Qatrick, "A Vocabulary Test 11 Popula,_r 
§cienoe MonthlV,70(February,l947),pp.l57-164. 
=-- - - -=~-----'--""'-'--- ~~ "~ -~ -
' 
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E. SUGGESTED READING METHODS 
Gessell thinks there is no single methode of learning 
or teaching reading. Multiple methods (visual.auditory, 
manual, and phonetic)Should be used freely, variously, 
separately, and in combination to suit the fluid psychology 
of the school- beginner, and ;o do justice to individual 
differences. ~ 
Durrell notes: 
It is unlikely that research will ever discover a 
single method which will be the ·most efficient one 
for all pupils and all tea,chers. Differences 
among pupils in intelligence, in physical 
and mental background, and in immegiate and 
future needs, variations in abilities and 
interests of teachers; an4 differences in 
instructional needs for various comm1nities 
and at various times make unlikely the 
discovery of a single most effective method or 
course of study. W · 
PracticallY all of the educators consulted in this 
study believe t.ha:t grouping Should be on the basis of 
individual differences: mental ability,chron61ogical age, 
physical size, social maturity, and ~tor ability. 
Newma.yer suggests that children must be carefully 
grouped according to physical,menta.l, and emotional 
constitutions,and the technique made elas~ic enough to 
spread its advantages to all in order to attain the maximum 
W Ges~ell, 2E.•ill• ,et passim 
4~rell, ·· $2_.cit. ,p .1. 
results from our present educational methods. 
He says: 
Small classes and ezperience4 teachers are 
essentials to handicapped pupils who would 
otherwise continue to fail in regular and 
m!xed groups. The combined efforts of teacher, 
psychologist,physician, and specialist will 
aid in sm1ving many problem cases. ~ 
23 
Newmayer warns us that it is more important to watch a 
child's silent reading, than to listen. Although some 
reading aloud may be necessary in the classroom to indicate 
a child's reading efficiency,silent reading results in a 
more intelligent understanding of the text. ii/ 
Many educators advocate beginning silent reading in the 
first grade as soon as the child can read independently. The 
books used should be below the child's actual reading level, 
and there Should be much library reading. 
Durrell says,"Silent reading instruction should begin 
in the first grade." !§/ 
~ewmayer, ~.cit.p.76. 
!Y Ibid.' p .43. 
!§I Durrell, .2P.• cit. , p .144 
24 
Featherstone believes there are no ~ecial methods for 
teaching slow learning children to read. They learn to read 
in the same way other children learn to read. Any of the 
tested methods of teaching reading advacated by ~ecialists 
in the field may be used with the slow learner. !§( 
Lamoreaux and Lee make the following comment: 
No one today can say that any particular 
list of words is the nright 11 basic vocabulary 
for children. If reading is to be fttnctual, 
the vocabulary of a locale as well as the 
vocabularies of the various child-life 
situations of today must be considered in choos-
ing a basic list. !2/ 
MCKee gives the following standards for the development 
O'f seat-work: 
a. Exercises nntst provide p~actice that gives aid 
in teaching so~ reading ability which is 
izqportant for child to acquire. 
b. Material must be related closely to other 
reading activities. 
c. Work should avoid centering ll.POn an ability 
which child has not yet mastered. 
d. Exercises should ezqphasize meabing or thought-
getting in the sense that they provide an 
adequate Check on corrprehension. 
W Will.Tam B. Featherstone, Teaching the .§.lmt Learner (New York:Bureau of Publications,Teachers College,Columbia 
University,l94l)p.72 
£11 Lamoreaux, .QE. • .Qll. ,p .449 
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He suggests the following types of seatwork activities: 
a. Multiple choice questions. 
b. Yes and No questions. 
c. Matching word tQ correct phrase. 
d. Drawing pictures accoriling to directions. 
e. Co~letion questions--cu:bo.out e.nd paste 
correct answers in the blanks. 
f. Answer questions---find answers in the book. 
\ 
g. Vocabulary drill--fill blanks with one or.r two 
similar words:"ohicken,children," "horse,house".48 
Greene,J"orgenson, and Gerberich suggest forms in which 
objective test items may be framed: 
1. Simple Becall Items: Used to measure factual 
knowledge of "who~ "what, 11 11when," "where 1 11 
tn>es. 
a. Declarative Statements with Blanks. 
b. Q,uetions. 
2. Completion Forms. 
z. Alternate-Response Items: Yes-No,True-False. 
Better forms for small children. 
4. Multiple Choice Items: Choice of correct or 
best answer or answers. 
5. Matching Exercises(similar to multiple choice): 
Must occur in groups. Unbalanced sets best. 
!§/ M~Kee, ~.£ii.,pp.99-lOO. 
They also give the following suggestions for the 
consrtuction of informal test items: 
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1. Observe rules governing good language expression. 
2. Avoid difficult words. 
3. Avoid textbook wording. 
4. Avoid items with obvious answers, clues, and 
suggestions. 
5. Eliminate catch words. 
6. Eliminate items which can be answered by 
intelligence alone. 
7. Avoid inter-related items. 
8. Eliminate ambiguities. 
9. Use quantitative rather than qualitative words. 
10 
10. Al.ign response posi tiona. W 
!2/ Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. 
Raymond Gerberich, Measurement . ~ 1 tion ~n .:Y.YL 
El.ementa.a; School,. Revised Edition New York: Lougma.ns, 
Green and Comapny,Inc.,l946), pp.l5l-198. 
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F. CONTRIBUTiliG FACTORS I N READil~G FAILURE 
Resaarch,as well as personal experience, shows that 
many factors may contribute to the failure of children in 
reading. 
are: 
Among others Whipple lists: 
1. Meager home background. 
2. Extremely limited experience outside o~ school. 
3. Too early introduction of child to reading. 
4. Too great insistance by parents that child 
succeed. 
5. Limited powers of concentration. 
6. Poor motor coordination. 
7. Inferior language equipment. 
a. Inappropriate reading material. 
9. Gaps in the child's schooling. .§Q/ 
Among the reasons given by Hoover for reading failures 
1. Large number of teachers not thoroughly trained. 
2. IneAPerienced teachers in e~ecially difficult 
situations. 
3. Children plunged into reading before they are 
ready. 
4. Material too difficul.t for background and 
vo ca.bulary. 
5. Disregard for individual differences. 
@ G.Whi.pple, "Remedial Programs in Relation to Basic / 
Programs of Reading~ Elementary School ~ournal,44(May,l944) / 
pp .525-536. 
6. Too great stress on mechanics, and neglect of 
thought-getting. 
7. Failure to realize importance of establishing 
good :teading habits and eradicating undesirable 
reading habits, and establishing good ones. 
a. Excessive head movements, lip-reading,or 
pointing. 
9. Immaturi tyi,. 
10. Unsympathetic ~proach of teacher. 
11. Too harsh criticism. §11 
Majo7 causes of reading disabilities listed by Durrell 
include: 
1. Acquisition of faulty ha.bi ts a.nd confusions. 
2. Forcing of mentally immature to work up to 
grade standards. 
3. Lack of provision for individual differences: 
physical deficiencies, mental immaturity, 
confusions, emotions, poor learning rate, 
poor speech habits, inadequate voice, and 
enunciation. 
In speaking of oral reading, Durrell says that if the 
child has difficulty with more than one word in twenty, or 
if he reads in a slow, labored manner, the selection is 
considered too difficult. 
He believes: 
Children in the same grade will differ greatly 
in their reading abilities even though they 
have received a similar amount and type of 
reading instruction. These differences in 
W Floyd W • Hoover, "Reasons Wby Pupils Fail in Reading~ 
Elementary School J"ourna.l,46 (March,l946) ,pp. 381-383. 
development are due to variations in intelligence, 
in sensory capacities and physical condition, in 
background of language development, and in 
confusions and faulty habits in the learning 
process. .§.Y' 
Almost all problems in reading can be tra~ed 
to a poor beginning, with difficulties in-
creasing as the chd!ld progresses through the 
grades. This does not mean that first-grade 
teaching is exceptionally poor. It means that 
confusions and difficulties appear early in 
the reading process and that every effort should 
be made to analyze tham and to provide for · 
individual differences early in the first year. ~ 
Lack of association between verbal subjects 
and life outside the classroom also stand in 
the way,of proper habit formation in reading. 
If the reading is related to observation of 
objects and situations in t ,he child's e~erience 
to planning and thinking in relation to immediate 
problems, and to conversation and action,it is 
likely to be .found a useful tool,The world of the 
child,particula.rJ.y in the elementary school,is a 
sensory-motor world,he is interested in things 
that he can see,hear,touch,taste, make,plan,do, 
and try. A child matures little concern about 
e~eriences that. are remote in time or distance 
and that do· not concern his immediate welfare. ~ 
M/ Durrell, .QE,.ill,. ,p. 38 
Ml Ibid, ,p. 279 • 
.§!1 Ibid. ,p .13. 
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Gates suggests the following causes of disability 
in word recognition and sentence and paragraph meaning: 
1. Overempha.si s on: 
a.. Word study for large vocabulary. 
b. Phonetic drill and analytic exercises. 
c. Formal oral reading(may neglect thinki?g). 
d. Reading by large units in beginning stages. 
2. Laclr of taaining: 
a. At some critical petiod (impossible to 
bridge g~). 
b. In identification of natural units{phrasing). 
3. Lac-k of: 
a. Encouragement in depending on context 
rather than on phonetics or other 
analysis to recognize unfamiliar words. 
b. Reading :primarily for thought • .Q.E_/ 
Dr. Murphy observes that many children have difficulty 
in reading ability to see and hear likenesses and differences! 
in words. Preliminary studies have shown that these abili-
ties can be taught, and that the child's learning rate--
as measured by the number of wmrds retamned following a 
twenty minute teaching period can be increased with 
specific training forthe development of these skills • .§§,/ 
• .§.B/ Artl).ur I.Ga.tes, ~ Reading Vocabulary for the 
PrJ.mary Grades,Revised(New York:Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College,Columbia Unfversity,l935l pp• 13-14 • 
.§.§./ Helen Agnes Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect 
of Specific Traintng in Auditory and Visual Discrimination 
on Beginning Reading~ (Doctor's Thesis,l943 ' Boston 
University School of Education 1943 _ ' 
More recent investigations place empha.si s on vi sua.l 
and auditory discrimination in developing reading skills. 
Auditory discrimination is the power to distinguish 
similarities and differences in the sound of words. 
Visual discrimination is the power to distinguish 
similarities and differences in the visual form of words. 
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Harris asserts that in recent years it has become 
increasingly evident that a.great many children get off to a 
poor start because they are not ready to profit from instruc4 
tion in reading at the time they enter the first grade. Among 
the factors to be considered are:pbysical and mental 
development, background of e~erience, social ma.turi ty, 
mastery of speech, muscular coordination, emotional balance. 57 
In c~ass discussions Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan has 
~uggested the following a.s causes of reading difficulties: 
1. Physical defects. Examination should be made 
by competent persons, and good eye and ear 
tests Should be made. 
.·· 
. · ·. 1:' a.. Focal defects(tonsils,adnoids,teeth) 
leaving low grade infections which 
may cause the Child to tire easily. 
b. Basal meta.boli sm di sba.la.nce or gland-
ular disturbance. 
c. Vitamin defiency. 
d. Physical deform! ties or abnormal! ties 
due to birth or accident. 
3 
2. Psychological differences or interferences. 
May be due to: 
a. Physical malformations or limitations. 
b. Dominance of eyes,hands,and feet. 
c. Speech defects (physical or nervous) 
d. Instable nervous s,ystem. 
e. Mental limitations. 
f .. Educational immaturity. 
In Hildreth's survey of disability cases presenting 
both speech and reading problems the following causes are 
listed: 
1. Inadequate or i~ture motor coordination in 
articulation. 
2. Indistinct or inaccurate articulation. 
s. Emo·tional blocking dlie to· speech l1efects that 
interfere with articulation in oral reading, 
as well as c~mprehension and interpretation 
of printed page. Child may be able to read 
only when e~one with teacher. 
4. Poor e.udit(l)ry discrimination of speech sounds, 
ofttin associated with lose of hearing due to 
severe attacks of measles, mumps, whocping 
coUgh,or scarlet fever. Children with birth 
injuries may show speech disorders revealed 
in faulty sound discrimination, aephasia, 
incoherence, emotional problems, or Detarded 
mental development. 
5. Sensory and motor aspha.sia(founa in smal.l 
proportions only) :lack of comprehension of 
speech, unintelligible jargon, or speechless-
ness with inability to articulate sentences. 
6. Spasms and stuttering. 
7. Bilingual background. §§I 
Q§/ Hildreth,~.Q!i.,pp.326-332. 
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A.A.Allen refers to "slow learners" as severely 
handicapped children with an I.Q,of 50-75, who Should be 
admitted to special classes; and ''slow normals" as those 
with an I.Q,. of 75-90. The latter can neither be "pushed" 
up to t.he level of avers.ge a.cade!M:c accom,pliel:mlent for 
children of their age, nor can they make progress in school 
a.t the ra.te of "a grade per year •" .§2/ Therefore the 
regularschool program needs to be sufficiently flexible to 
meet the needs of these children, making it pQssible for 
them to· have a measure of success in the regular class and 
giving them the feeling of belonging to it. 
For every slow-learner there are one or two 
slow average Ch'ldren who need help in regular 
classese There are children with unrecognizable 
handicaps and others with physical disabilities 
too slight to justify placing them in classes 
:for the physically-handicapped children, There 
are many children fro;m poor socio-economic 
backgrounds who .a,re "behind" in school work • .§Q/ 
@ .A:my A.Allen,Let !I!a ~ ~ Slow Learning Children 
(State Department of Education. Columbus ,Ohio :Heer 
Printing Co~any,l947) 1pp.9-lO. 
~ Allen,.QIL.cit. 
G. B.ASURES FOR TEE PREVENTION OF SPEECH DEFECTS 
.A1ID READTITG DI SABILITIES 
It is most impurtant that preventive measures be taken 
from the start so that children will not develop speech 
defects and reading disabilities. 
Hildreth makes the following suggestions: 
1. Rave a. thorough speech and language 
examination of every child entering 
school to discover and defects in speech. 
2. Have a pre-reading activity program to safe-
gt.l..ard against reading failure f ·or speech 
defective children. Use conversation, 
dramatics,games,dra.wing,chora.l ·speaking, 
rhythms,music,and story telling to con-
tribute to sensory motor enrichment. Sharpen 
a.udi tory perception by ear-training, but do 
not center attention on child's speech in-
a.de qua tene s s. 
:3. Make first reading e:x;periences oral--not a · 
drill on articulation of sounds or mechanical 
word calling. Children should follow ·a ··· I 
pattern of famdliar sentences and phrases on charts 
in terms of their own first hand e:x;periences 
and own vocabulary. 
4. Keep reading an interesting game. Slow-deveilop~ 
ing children need easy, interesting,fa.milia.r, 
and frequently repeated vocabulary to give 
them sufficient practice with needed common 
everyday words. This can be done by relating 
reading, speech, and writing activities to 
familiar concepts: home,pets,store,street,toys, 
friends. Short work periods will llelp to keep 
interest and attention at a high peak. 
5. Go a.t child's speed. Put no undue pressure on 
primary children for correct speech, writing, 
or fine coordination. Skills develop best if 
childr~n have free action and large muscle work 
and play. Steps should be taken ona at a time, 
and perfection should not be demanded in 
everything at first. ~ 
In Carter's interesting report on dyslexia he warns: 
Before reading,children's brains and vocal 
a;pparatus must learn to sp ea.k skillfully. For 
a number of reasons, most of which are still 
obscure, some youngsters tate more time than 
others to acquire proper speech and the a.bili ty 
to coordinate w.hat they see on the -printed :pa.ge 
with what they say when speaking ••• We can make 
psychological cripples out of great numbers of 
boys and girls by forcing them to read before 
they are ready,or when they need preliminary 
speech training • .§g/ 
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He goes on to explain tb.a.t normal children acquire 
~alexia., the inability to read,by being subjected to 
reading before they are raady. They confuse similar letters 
and words such a.s "c"for "e~"was":for "saw~ 11 god"for t'dog". 
Frequently such children are placed in n special" c~ass, . 
s.nd branded by the twonspeople as ttmenta.l defectives". This 
attitude,plus the :frustation caused by failure, may cause 
e. warping of the child's mind, turning him into a. problem 
or a juvenile delinquent. 
The :first mass study of this condition was by special-
ists in the armed forces after Pearl Harbor--and one million 
men were rejected because they were dyxies. gl 
§!/Hildreth, ~.~,pp.326-332. 
§' Dyson Carter, "Any Dyxies in Your Family?" Coronet 1 
23 (November,l947) ,p.l09. 
~ Ibid.,pp.l07-110. 
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It is 0'Conne1l's be1ief that to meet individua1 
differences children should be classified according to 
standard tests. Then they shou1d be :placed in small groups 
according tQ; needs, interests, and abilities. The materials 
should be carefully organized and prepared, for classroom 
grouping may have dangerous resu1ts if the work itself ,the 
methods of stimulation and presentation, and the time 
allotments are not varied according to the needs of the 
groups. W 
Dr. Newmayer brings to opr attention the fact that 
children vary greatly in their abilities according to their 
heritage,social environment, and :physical handicaps. Many 
of them lack discernment, and need training in visual 
discrimination. Visual confusion may be avoided by having 
on1y the subject being taught pictured in the 'visual aids 
being used in word recognition. 
He is convinced after three years of intensive study 
of non-readers, that many reading difficulties are medical 
problems. Ninety-five per cent of the squint cases found in 
K/ Eileen D.O'conne11, "Materials for Small Group 
Work in First Grade Reading." (Master's, 33oston -tService 
P~er,Boston University School of Education,l947),pp.10-11. 
kindergarten and grade I can be corrected if the children 
receive immediate treatment before the eye is damaged. 
He presents a word of warning in the following 
statements: 
JJifficient reading is best a.cconpanied with 
clear print on Sli.ite.ble unglazed paper a.nd read 
with and under proper lighting. :§.§/ 
Speed in reading should not be an aim 
in the fo.rmative training period. §Y' 
Children in first and secong grades have 
limited powers of discernment and reasoning. 
They Should not be confused and burdened with 
recognition of capitals, small letters(lower 
case), and script for each letter. £2/ 
The use of flash-cards in lower grades should 
be with considerable judgment a.nd caution. The 
visual field of a very young child is not more 
than three letters at one glance. The use of 
cards containing one letter, a numeral,or a 
three-letter word may be permitted,but a 
sentence is pbysiologically wrong. £§( 
DunJ;lin concludes that the adJustment of instruction 
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to the abilities and needs of t .he learners depends upon the 
teacher's adoption of' a diagnostic point of view and upon he 
~ Newmayer~~·cit.,p.97 
§.§/ ~., p.viii 
§2/ ~., p.lOO • 
.2§1 Ibid., p~. 101-102 
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proficiency in the use of means for discovering and meeting 
the individual needs of her pupils 1 that a supply of reading 
material which will afford each child successful reading 
experiences at each stage of his development is a necessary 
part of the adjustment, and that regular attendanee and 
corrected physical defects of the pupil increase the 
effectiveness of adjusted instruction. .22/ 
Allen says: 
The rate o1t a child's developnent is not always 
even. Physiological maturation, environmental 
changes, emotional problems, and the effect of 
accident or illness may help to change the pic-
ttlre fo~t a given child. When this occurs, it is 
important for his teachers to know so that they 
may ve;ry his educational program accordingly. Js2/ 
School should be a place where children are 
happy while learning, and like people in 
general-children can find real pleasure only 
when they ere able to realize satisfaction 
in their wo·rk. 2l/ 
For children in the group too high (slow-
normals:!.~. ?5-90) to qualify for special classes, 
teachers and administrators need help in 
modifying the regular school program. Seldom will 
special groups be organized for these children, 
@ Howard Thomas Dunklin, "The Prevention of Failure in 
First Grade Reading by lleans of Adjusted Instruction," 
(Doctor's Thesis, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York,l940) •ll ps,ssim 
22./ Allen, .!m..• ill•, p .12 
~Ibid., pp.31-32. 
r 
except in city systems where such children 
exist in large numbers and where special. 
groups can be locallY financed. It seems in-
advisable (except occasionally)to retard them 
in the grades, since evidence reveals that 
such grade retardation seldpm helps a boy 
or a. girl to gain greater proficiency in 
academic work. In addition,over-aged children 
both "become problems" and "create problems" 
when placed with children coniiderab~ younger 
than themselves. ~ 
Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan worked to construct a re-
liable measure of auditory comprehension adapted tOi the 
group testing of children in the age x:ange of seven to 
twelve since bright children with reading difficulties 
frequemily are classified as dull as the_ result of group 
intelligence tests which include much reading. 
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She believes that the child's skill in auditory 
colll.Prehension is a better criterion of his potential.ities 
in reading comprehension than the group test of intelligence 
If the child has no sensory handicaps and is able to under-
stand a wide range of auditory symbols, there seems to be 
no reason why he should not understand visual symbols 
equally well. W 
1i7 Ibid.,pp.28-29. 
'1:§/ Helen Blair Sullivan, "The Construction and 
Evaluation of a. Measure of Auditory Comprehension", (Ma.ster's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education,l937),pp.5-6 
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D.D. Durrell lists motivation of extreme importance-
in ke~ing interest and attention at a high level. He says 
that the rate of growth, development andretention of skills 
a.nd the amount of voluntary reading depend largely u;pon a 
desire for reading. 
He states that: 
Although :physical and psychological 
factors often are the reason for inattention, 
assignments which seem purposeless to the 
child frequently result in inattention, 
laziness, and misbehavior. Ehildren are a.ls6 
stimulated by variety: in reading materials, 
drill materials, activities, and even in the 
location of the furniture in the room. 1!/ 
YcKee says: 
There can be no reading without meaning, and 
there can be no meallings unless the reader has 
accumulated a wealth of concepts and e~eriences 
with which to interpret the symbols he sees in 
writing and in print. Consequently whatever can 
be done to provide the prospective reader ·with 
irqportant e:x;periences is essential to adequate 
preparation for reading. 1.§/ 
O'Connell suggests a carefully planned set of seat 
work to provide for a maximum of learning in a limited 
period, and to give the teacher more time for individual 
help. In using it the children learn to work happily, 
efficiently, and ind~endently on their own level. 1§( 
jjJ Durrell, .212.• cit. ,pp • 98-110. 
W McKee, .212.• cit. ,:p .100. 
W Ha.rris,QJ2..cit., ~passim. 
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Harris stresses the factthat the selection of materials 
-/;_ 
il 
suited to the abllity and the needs of the child is imports.nti'• 
I 
These material~ should be widely varied and Should provide 
interest and motivation. They should be attractive and 
consistant in style, of a good sixe, and legible, as to ty:pe· li 
The materials should be attractive, easily handled, and 
durable. The directions should be clear, concise, and 
sufficient. Such work provides tor worthwhile use of 
leisure time. '11/ 
The concensus of the educators at the 1941 Chicago 
6onference on reading was that whether a pupil is bright or 
slow, of broad or limited eJt;peri6nce, physically favored or 
handicapped, he should be reared in an educational 
environment which recognizes his characteristics, needs, and 
potentialities,and makes adequate provision for his 
maximum development. 
They stated that there is a ps,ychological and 
pedagogical soundness in adapting learning experiences to 
interests, c~a.cities, and ~ecific needs of individuals to 




Research has revealed that ability, background, level of j, 
achievement, and interests are significantly related to the 1: 
success which accompanies the use of certain types of 
subject matter andteacbing methods. 
jj] Harris,.Ql2.. ill· ,~t.passim. 







They agree that the efforts to adjust reading activities 
to individuals Should be guided by -broad and well-balanced 
per~ective of both the personal and social ends to be 
attained. 
Gray's criteria for appraising a reading program is as 
foll'wws: 
1. Program is directed by two closely interrelated 
purposes: 
a. to contribute e.s largely as possible 
through reading to the all-round devel-
opment of pupils. 
b. to aid the pupils in acquiring sufficient 
conpetence lln reading to enable t .hem 
to achieve t read.ily tl'l..e broader ends 
sought. 
2. Program recognizes that reading is only one 
of aany aids to learning, e.nd co-ordinates 
the use of reading with that of other forms 
of e~erience in attaining the broader ends 
which the school seeks to· achieve. 
3. Program recognizes that reading,langua.ge, 
and thinking are closely intereelated 
processes. 
4. Program is flexible so that it can readily 
be adjusted at each level of advancement to 
wide variations in the characteristics and .' 
needs of the :pupils. 
5. Program provides many types of experience, 
guidance in reading, and carefully planned 
activities. 
6. Program makes :provision for the retarded 
readers. W 
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Gray believes t~~t a major criterion in determ£ning 
the need for materials is the child'a need for 'puzposeful 
experience. He says: 
Much. of the need for remedial work in 
reading which has existed in the school 
is undoubtably a product of mass standards 
and regimentation. As teachers grow in 
·understanding of children's readiness at all 
ages and levels of the reading program, they 
will ~ind ways of preventing failure and 
frustation. A highly individualized reading 
program based on conc·ern for each lndi vidual 
child should greatly reduce the need for 
remedial reading in the later grades. W 
Baker recommends short,simple methods, wise use of 
drill,much concrete teaching material, and a liberal 
amount of drill and repetition. 
He says," Specialists in subject matter should outline 
detailed plans different from the average or rapid-learning 
if maXimum results may be secured for the slow)learning~§Q/ 
Farnum's opinion is that children with low I.~.'s 
often have incorrect concepts, which Should be corrected 
and developed through rich and varied exp3 riences. .§11' 
Washburne states that we can prevent much of the need 
for remedial work by: 
Til Ibid., p .36. 
§Q/ Harry ~.Be~er,Introduction to EXceptional Children , (New York: The MacMillan Company,l945}, p.250. 
ill/ Martha Farnum, "Visual Aids in Concept Development•: 
Eighth Year Book,Claremont College Reading Conference 




1. Not pushing children beyond their abilities. 
2. :Not giving them books which are too difficult. 
3. Adapting the work to their readiness. 
4. Giving the child encouragement. 
5. Checking on physiplogical factors:poor 
vision, improper glandular balance, 
improper diet,inadequate sleep,pbysical 
illness. 
6. Diagnosing emotional disturbances. §g/ 
Wbipple gives the fol1vwing recommendations for basic 
programs fo,r slow readers to prevent the occurrence of 
reading retardation' 
1. Small e~ugh classes for sufficient 
adaptation to reading needs of children. 
2. Period of reading readiness, especially 
for immature children. 
3. Abundance of reading e~erience at each 
level before being advanced to more 
difficult reading. 
4. Supply of special reading materials in 
order that teacher may care for individual 
differences. 
5. Physical check- for health, vision, hearing, 
motor-co-ordination. 
6. Provision for remedial aid as soon as 
difficulties ~pear,in order to prevent 
pupils from falling below their mental 
capacities • .§.§/ 
.§.g/ Washburne,.QE_.£,!t. ,et passim • 
~Whipple, .QJ2..cit., pp.525-535 
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"Most recent systems of teaching reading place some 
stress on the analysis of words by phonograms and 
sylla.bles,but at the beginning they a;re not used. A word 
or eentence a;pproach is usua.J.ly used until a considerable · 
vocabulary of sight words has been learned,"sa.ys Harris. 84 
She finds reconnnend.ations foe not introducing phonetic 
teaching before the second grade. She also finds evidence 
that even after s,ystematio instruction children with 
mental ages below seven ~ears show little ability at 
phonetic analysis. ~ 
Durrell believes that beginning silent-reading 
instruction i~ the first grade will help insure compre-
hension .. e.nd attention. .§§/ 
H.B. Sulliva~points out the importance of planning 
teacher training programs which will give the teacher 
candidates sufficient knowledges and techniques to enable 
them to recognize, interpret, and provide for individual 
differences in their own classrooms_. §1/ 
--:: ... 
In general then, it appears that well-planned, 
p~oseful, interesting, and individualized teaching is the 
keynote to the prevention of speech defevts and reading 
disabil.ities. 
@.Janet D.Harris,"The Specialized Remedial Program 
versus the Remedial-Reading Program in the Classroom" 
The Element~ School .Jourrial,45 (Ma.rch,l945) ,p.45. • 1ill! Iill· ,p • 45 . . 
~ Durrellt.,.2E.•ill• ,p .144 • 
.§2/ Helen B air Sullivan,"A Mew Means of Appraising the 
Qualifications ?f Pro~ective Teachers~{Doctor's The~ 
=========*===d~-~~~Y~eP£~~y=Se~~catlon, i944 ) . 
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TEACHING PLAN 
I. Pre-test 
1 . Use "Basic Reading Test " to ascertain reading 
levels. 
a. Group I : form to accompany the pre-primers : 
"We Look and See 11 11 We Work and Play," "We 
Come and Go." (1~ 
b . Group II: form to accompany the reading-
readiness book : "Before We Read ." ( 2} 
2. Test on recognition of chosen vocabular,y in first 
workbook . 
II . Workbook 
Group I: Use whole basic workbook over five-week 
period in conjunction with regular text and 
accompanying workbook . 
Group II: Use first half of basic workbook over five-
week period, in conjunction with regular text and 
accompanying workbook . 
III.Mid-period Test 
1 . Check both groups on recognition of vocabulary 
of first workbook to ascertain gain . 
2. Check Group I on vocabulary in s~cond workbook . 
Test to Accompany (1) Monroe, Uarion, Basic 
"We Look and See, 11 "We Work and 





"We Come and Go" ' 
I Foresman and Company, I 
m (2) Monroe , Marion, Basic Reading Test to Accompany 
"Before We Read" (Reading Readiness) . New York: Scott, 












Group I: Use second workbook over five-week period 
in conjunction with regular text and accompanying 
workbook . 
Group II: Use second half of basic workbook over 
five-week period in conjunction with regular text 
and accompanying workbook . 
v. Final Test 
1 . Use "Basic Reading Test" to ascertain reading 
levels. 
a. Group I: form to accompany the primer: "Fun 
with Dick and .Jane. " (3) 
b . Group II : fonn to accompany the pre-primers: 
"We Look and See 11 "We Work and Play," 11 We 
Come and Go. " (4} 
2 . Test both groups on recognition of vocabulary in 
first workbook to ascertain gain. 
3 . Test Group I on recognition of vocabulary i n 
second workbook . 
(3) Monroe , Marion, Basic Reading Test to Accompany 
"Fun with Dick and .Jane." (Book 1) . New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1946. 
(4) :Monroe , Marion, Basic Reading 
"We Look and See, 11 "We Work and Play, " 
(Pre-primer Program) . New York : Scott , 
Company, 1946. 
Test to Accompagy 













a . Basic list ; taken from the Durrell- Sullivan 
b . 
Primary List . 
(1) Basic workbook : based on Pre-primers 1 
( "Up and Dovm" ) and II ( 11Bing 11 ). 
( 2 ) Supplementary exercises : 
(a) Based on the Primer ("Betty and 
Bobby") . 
(b) Based on the First Reader ( 11 0n Vve Go'~ ) . 
Additional words : used as necessary to clarif~ 
and enrich meanin~ . 
c . Order of presentation : dependant upon the 
ease with which the words fit into the "story" 
which holds the exercises together . 
d. .Amount of repetition : dependant upon the 
degree of difficulty usually involved in the 
recognition of the word . 
2 . Equipment: 
a . Paper : lightweight , durable, non- glare . 
b. Print: l~gible, clear, and medium in size . 
c . Illustrations : attractive , simple , and to 
the point . 
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CHAPTER V 
rnTim~~y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Re s earch shows that slow-normal children progress 
more rapidly when work is adjusted t o their mental , physical, 





Thi s work is the result of an effort to build instruc ·-
1 
t ive seatwork material whi ch might benefit the slow- normal 
child through his own efforts and with a minimum of assistance~ 
This workbook was used in addition to the ~egular 
basic readers and the accompanying workbooks . Also , regular 
classroom work inc luded drill on exercises from 11Building 
Word Power ." 
Although the situation was such that it was impossible 
to judge results statistically, it seems that the exercises 
in this wor kbook did prove helpful to the children in the 
mastering of the recognition and the comprehension of the 
basic vocabulary used . 
The gain the s ec ond f i ve weeks surpassed that of the 
first five weeks, although the level of interest remained 
high throughout the entire ten-week period . The: gain may 
have been due, in part, to the fact tha t the children were 
better acquainted with the types of exercises used in this 
workbook . ;::::.:--·· 
As usual, progress was slowe r in the learning of short 
and similar words, a difficulty aided by the increased 
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repetition of those words throughout the exercises. 
However, the total mastery of the vocabulary was 












SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
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II 
2. Use workbook material with larger number of children from 
different schools and other towns . 
3. Use with control groups. 
II 
I 4. Build tests to accompany workbooks. 
'I 
I 5. Reduce vocabulary load and increase number of drill 
exercises for the remaining words . 
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Rate of Learning in Firal Grade RealdingJ Eduqgtion, 
62: 37-39, Septimber, 1941. 
Whipple,G~, "Remedial Programs in Relation to Basic Programs 
of Read.ingV Elementary School Journa,l, 44: 525-535, 
May, 1944. 
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c. UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS 
Dunklin, Howard Thoma.s,nThe Prevention 'O:f Failure in First 
Grade Reading by Means of Adjusted InstructionJ · 
Doctor's Thesis, 1940. Teachers College, Oolumbi~ 
University, Hew York. lll pp. 
Harris, Janet D., "SeJ.f-Teaching Helps for Providing for 
IndividUal Needs in Reading in the Classroom (Primary 
Grades)i Master's, 1946. Boston University School of 
Education. Service Paper. 65 pp. 
Junkins, Ka.tbryn M., "The Construction and A valuation of 
Exercises for Developing Visual Discrimination in 
Beginning Reading; Master's, 1940. Boston University 
School of Education. Service Pap er. 148 pp. 
Maxwell., .Tewell z., "Preparation for Primary Reading~ 
Master's, 1940. East Texas State Teachers Col~ege. 
113 pp. 
Murphy, Helen Agnes, "An :Evaluation of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and VisUal Discrimination 
on Beginning Reading" t Doctor' e Thesis; 1943. Boston 
University School of Education. 216 pp. · 
Murphy, Helen Agnes, "An Evaluation of Exercises for 
Developing Auditory Discrimination in Beginning 
Rea.ding" t Master's Thesis, 1940. Boston University 
School of Education. 129 pp. 
Noel, D.R., "Exercises fo;r the Develop~nt of a Beginning 
Reac:Ling VocabularY in MentallY Retarded Children" • _ -
Master's,l946e Boston University School of Education. 
Service Paper. 18'7 pp • 
0' Connell, Eileen, "Materials for Small GroU.P Work in First 
Grade R61a.ding", Master's, 194'7. Boston Univerei ty 
School of Education. Service Paper. 58 pp. 
Sullivan, Helen Blair, "The Construction and Eva.l.uation of 
a. Measure of Auditory Conprehension", Master's Thetis, 
193'7. Boston University School of Education. 49 pp. 
Sullivan, Helen Blair, "A New Means of Appraising the 
Qualifications of Proepective Teachers", Doctor's 
















ThOII!PSO·n, Helen I., "A Study of Vocabulary Necessary for 
Reading in a First Grad.e 11 , Master's, 1945. Boston 
Unive:rsity School of Education. Service Paper. 98 pp. 
D • PUBLICATIONS OF LEARl'lED ORGANIZATIONS 
TESTS 
Monroe, Mar~ on, Basic Be~ding Test to ,A,cofcanyiiBefore We 
Read11 (Reading Rea.d.J.ness). New-vor : cott, Foresman 
.a,nd Col!!Pany, 1946. 
Monroe, Marion, Basic Reai.ng Test ~ Accompa.nv 11We Look 
and See" ,"We Work and Play", "We Co~ and Go". (Pre-






























Each I . ~· was taken from the Class Record for 
Pintner-Cunningham Tests, Form A, given to the kindergarten 
children by the reading supervisor the previous spring . 
The children were checked informally by the teacher 
for achievement and ability during the first four months in 
the first grade. 
PROCEDURE 
Group I was selected according to low-normal r . ~· 
Group II was selected according to normal I . ~· but 
low normal achievement . 
Both groups are from the author's first grade (having 
a normal intelligence range of 80 to 125) in a residential 
town twenty miles from Boston . Most of the children have 
average opportunities for broadening experiences, and at 
least twenty-five per cent of them have superior advantages . 




































The materials were built to accompany any reading 
program. The basic words were taken from the pre-primer 
and primer lists recently compiled by Helen Blair Sullivan 
and Donald D. Durrell, and are common to most basic readers. 
The basic workbook was planned for use by a slow-
normal group over a ten-week period, following the reading-
readiness program, and in conjunction -vvi th the regular 
reading program. 
The same workbook was planned for similar use by a 
normal group of low-nol."'m.al achievement over a five-week 
period . 
The supplementary workbook v1as planned for use by 
either group, following the completion of the b a sic workbook. 
Either book is suitable for use by nor~al children 
for providing extra drill in vocabulary recognition, cutting 
and pasting, matching, and following directions . 
-=~- -~ - ~---=--~-=---==-= ---~~-- ~ 
8:1 
The author is endebted to the many artists (of various 
newspapers and c()lor books) whose sketches she has borro•ved, 
in part, for the purpose of illustrating these workbook 
pages. Since these Sketches are from a miscellaneous 
collection, the artists are unknown to the author. 
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BASIC READING TEST 
by Marion Monroe 
to accompany 
Before We Read 
The Basic Readers 
WILLIAM s. GRAY, READING DIRECTOR 
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY 
CHICAGO ATLANTA DALLAS NEW YORK 
Name, ________________________________________________ Date __________________________ ___ 
Date of Birth------------------------------------- Age: Years, __________ ____.JMonth.._ ________ _ 
SchooJ _____________________________ Grade ___________ Teacher __________________________ _ 
Intelligence Test _____________________________________ J. Q, ______ Date ____________________ _ 
SCORES 
I. Understanding Sentences 
II. Making Inferences 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
IV. Interpreting Feelings 
v. Recalling Details 
VI. Noting Similarity in Forms 
VII. Recognizing Word Meanings 
TOTAL 
RATING 
Copyright, 1946, by ScoT!', FoRESMAN AND CoMPANY. - Copyright, 1946, in .the Philippine Islands. by Scott, Foresman and Company 
Printed in the United States of America 
To reproduce this Te1f, or any part of It, is in violation of the copyright laws unless permission to do so Is secured from lhe publishers. 
Maximum score: 5 
I. Understanding Sentences 
An airplane is coming 
down over the treetops. 
Father is reading a story 
to Sally. 
The birds flew to the home 
they had made for themselves. 
The children saw a funny 
animal begging for pennies. 
Sally said, "I wish I had 
my umbrella." 
A big ball is between 
two little ones. 
~ 
~ 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
Dick wants to draw a picture. 
What does he need? 
Jane wants to go to school. 
It is raining. 
What should she take? 
Mother wants to bake a cake. 
What does she need? 
Sally wants to give her doll 
a ride. 
What will she use? 
Jane went to the toy store. 
What could she buy there? 
Dick wants to know when to go 
to school. 
What does he look at? 
Maximum score: 5 
II. Making Inferences 
~ ~ 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
A kitten and a cat 
Fell asleep in a hat. 
A boy saw a bear 
Sitting on a chair. 
A monkey and mouse 
Lived in a house. 
A duck and a goat 
Took a ride in a boat. 
You cannot make cake 
With a hammer or rake. 
The man in the moon 
Ate soup with a spoon. 
Maximum score: 5 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
- - .... .... 
IV. Interpreting Feelings 
How do you think Nancy looked 
when she found the big rubbers? 
How do you think Nancy looked 
when she said, "Oh! Oh!"? 
How do you think Nancy looked 
when she found she could not get out 
of the puddle? 
How do you think Nancy looked 
when Tom pulled her out of the 
puddle? 
Maximum score: 6 
6~ri1 
- "'"""" -
Score: Allow two points for each row correctly 
· marked excluding the first 
What did Dick find? 
What did he want to buy? 
How much did it cost? 
Where did Dick put the penny? 
Where did Dick go for Mother? 
What did Mother ask Dick to get? 
What did he ride on? 
Maximum score: 6 
V. Recalling Details 
~ 
0 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 







Maximum score: 8 















































Score: Allow two points for each row correctly 
marked excluding the first 
red 
Maximum score: 9 
VII. Recognizing Word Meanings 
yellow blue 







BASIC READING TEST 
by Marion Monroe 
to accompany 
We Look and See 
We Work and Play 
We Come ·and Go 
The Basic Readers: Pre-Primer Program 
WILLIAM S. GRAY, READING DIRECTOR 
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY 
CHICAGO ATLANTA DALLAS NEW YORK 
Name·----------------------------------------------Date __________________________ __ 
Date of Birth------------------------.,------------Age: Year~s _______ Months ________ _ 
Schooi _________________________ Grade ______ Teacher~-----------------------
Intelligence Test -------------------------------1· Q, ___ Date _________________ _ 
I. Understanding Sentences 
· II. Making Inferences 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
IV. Comprehending Th~ught Units 
V. Auditory Perception of Initial Consonants 
VI. Recognizing Word Forms 




. ..... . ... 
Cumulative Record 
Pre-Reading Test: Score __________ Rating ______________ Date __________ _ 
Copyright, 1946, ,by ScoTT, FoRESMAN AND Co~ANY-;- Copyri~ht, 1946, in the P~lippine Islands by Scott, Foresman and Company 
Prmted m the .Umted States of America . 
To reproduce this Test, or any part of It, laIn violation of the copyright laws unless permission to do so is secured from the publishers. 
Maximum score: 10. 
I. Understanding Sentences 
Father · is in the boat. 
Mother ·is in the ·boat. 
Mother is in the house. 
Spot jumps for the ball. 
Spot runs for the ball. 
Spot runs for the cookie. 
Jane can see Dick. 
Dick can not see Jan e. 
Jane can not see Dick. 
i 
See the house for Mother. 
See the house for Spot. 
See Spot in the house. 
Dick finds something little. 
Jane finds something big. 
Jane finds something little. 
Puff looks big. 
· Spot looks little. 
Spot looks big. 
Score: Number of sentences correctly · marked 
excluding the first two 
Maximum score: 5 
II. Making Inferences 
See Puff and Sally. 
Puff wants - - - - . . 
Father wants something. 
Father wants - - - - . 
Jane wants something. 
Jane wants two----. 
Dick wants to work. 
Dick wants - - - - . 
Jane wants something. 
Jane wants - - - - . 
Mother wants something. 




" [~ u •• • HAIL. 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 









Maximum score: 7 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
Sc~ne: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
I • 
l Maximum score: 6 
IV. Comprehending Thought Units 
HOh, Mother," said Sally. 
~~where is my little ball? 
I can not find my ball. 
Where is it?" 
Mother said, (~Run, Sally. 
Look in the house." 
~~Not here!" said Sally. 
~~It is not in the house." 
~~Go to the car," said Mother. 
~~Look in the car." 
~(oh, Mother," said Sally. 
~1t is not in the car." 
~~oh, Sally," said Mother. 
His it in the boat?" 
HI see .it," said Sally. 
HMy ball is in the boat." 
Score: ~llow two points for each row 
correctly marked excluding the first ........... 
Maximum score: 7 
V. Auditory Perception of Initial Consonants 






Score: Number of rows correctly marked 





Maximum score: 7 
VI. Recognizing Word Forms 
Jane is a funny - - - - mother 
Sally can play - - - - boat 
Here . something for See IS - - - -
Jane said, ~~come to " me --- -
Spot looks - - - - yellow 
Something in a - - - - can 
See Sally- look ---- up 
Three little wants 
Score: -Number of rows correctly marked 









VII. Making Judgments 
A house can see. 
A baby can see. 
We can go away in a house. 
We can go away in a car. 
Jane can make a blue boat~ 
Spot can make a red car. 
A baby is big. 
A baby is little. · 
Maximum score: 7 
A boat can play ball. 
Dick can play ball. 
Spot can run away. 
A cook~e can run away. 
Father can make a car go. 
Spot can make a ear __ go. 
Mother can make a car. 
Mother can make cookies. 
Score: Number of sentences correctly marked 





BASIC READING TEST 
by Marion Monroe 
to accompany 
Fun with Dick and Jane 
The Basic Readers: 11 
WILLIAM s. GRAY, READING DIRECTOR 
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY 
CHICAGO ATLANTA DALLAS NEW YORK 
Name ___________________________________ Date, __________________ __ 
Date of Birth--------------------------------------Age: Years, _____ __JMonths _________ _ 
Schooi, ____________________ Grade ________ Teacher ______________________ _ 
Intelligence Test ______________________ l. Q. ___ Date _____ ---:-------
I. Understanding Sentences 
II. Making Inferences 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
IV. Reading for Detail 
V. Visual-Auditory Perception of Consonants 
VI. Recognizing Word Forms 





Pre-Reading Test: Score, ___________ Rating ____________ Date 
Pre-Primer Test: Score ___________ Rating _______ ---"--- Date---~-------
Copyright 1946, by ScoTT, FoRESMAN AND CoMPANY- Copyright, 1946, in the Philippine Islands by Scott, F oresman and Company 
' Printed in the United States of Anl_~rica ~ _ ··-·· ~ _ . . . 
To reproduce this Test, or any part of it, is in violation of the copyright laws unless permission to do so Is secured from the publishers. 
. . 
! 
Maximum score: 5 
I. Understanding Sentences 
Susan wants a big doll 
and two little dolls. 
This car is too little 
for Sally to ride in. 
This animal is not a cat, 
but it looks like one. 
Here is something good 
for a rabbit to eat. 
The big ball looks like 
the little ball. 
Two black and white cows 
are at the farm. 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
II. Making Inferences 
Father wants to go to work. 
He wants to go fast. 
~ So he will - - - - . 
~· 
ride on a pony 
ride in a car 
Dick and Jane like pets 
that can play in the house. 
So they have - - - - . 
Spot and Puff 
. p1gs 
Sally wants to see cows 
and pigs and chickens. 
So she will - - - - . 
go to school 
go to the farm 
Sally sat down with a big, 
big bump. 
Sally said, (( - - - - !'' 
Oh, my 
Thank you 
Maximum score: 7 
Jane wants something to eat. 
She will talk to Mother. 
Jane will say, H - - - - ." 
Good-by, Mother 
Please, Mother 
Sally is too little to ride 
a horse at the farm. 
So she will - - - - . 
ride a cow 
ride a pony 
Spot wanted to play. 
But Mother wanted to work. 
So she said, H - - - - • " 
Run away 
Come here 
Jack saw a funny animal 
on a pony. 
So Jack - - - - . 
looked and laughed 
ran away fast 
Score: Number correctly marked 
excluding the first .... · ..... . 
Cluck, cluck, 
A hen is not a 
Run with me 
To the 
Come, come, 
And see my 
It is white, 
My new ----
Who sat there 
On my ---- ? 
Mother said, 
" 
Maximum score: 5 
Ill. Auditory Perception of Rhyme 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
' I 
.. 
IV. Reading for Detail 
A Birthday 
Mother said, ((Sally will have 
a birthday soon." 
Dick said, ((Sally wants 
a little toy rabbit. 
I will get a toy rabbit 
for Sally." 
Jane said, ((I will get a doll 
for Sally." 
Father said, ((I will get Sally 
a pretty doll house." 
Who will have a birthday? 
What will Dick get for Sally? 
What will Jane get for Sally? 
What will Father get for Sally? 
~ What will Mother make? 
Who said, ~~Happy birthday!" 
What did Sally like? 
Maximum score: 7 
Mother said, ((The children 
will come to see Sally. 
I will make cookies." 
All the children came. 
They said, ((Hello, Sally. 
Happy birthday!" 
They ate the big cookies. 
Sally was happy. 
She said, ((This is fun. 
I like birthdays." 
Dick Jane Sally 
toy rabbit pony kitten 
cookies doll cat 
doll house duck rabbit 
boats toys cookies 
children dolls animals 
school eggs birthdays 
Score: Number correctly marked 
V. Visual-Auditory Perception of Consonants 
Rabbits like to eat c - - - - . 
Susan wants a little d - - - - . 
This is a toy g - - - - . 
Tom likes his new p - - - - . 
I have a good b - - - - . 
Here is our t - - - - . 
I see a little m - - - - . 
Eggs are in this n - - - - . 
Father works with a r - - - - . 
The hen jumps up on a f - - - - . 
Maximum score: 9 
~ A 
{1 a ~I 1 ,, .......... 
~ ' 
~ ~ 
Score: Number of rows correctly marked 
excluding the first 
' 
\ 
VI. Recognizing Word Forms 
. 6j]J @ ~ ~  
now big toy home 
cat 
. boy house pig 
cow get hop hens 
mew dog dog horse 
j ~ ~ ~~ ""-......:_ 
black guess duck but 
boat get look sat 
bump girl cluck out 
must well black cat 
~ c/9o 
have can gets new 
went four eggs now 
hop car eats saw 
hen our yes see 
Maximum score: 12 Score: Number correctly marked 
VII. Making Judgments (Allow three minutes) 
A baby will get big. 
Will a doll get big, too? 
Dick can hop. 
Can Jane hop? 
A duck can do this. 




~--------------~-------------------------------------------~ ~ ; 
~ ; 
A girl can jump like this. · § 
I Can a little baby do it? Yes No ~ 
~----~-----------------~ ; 
Maximum score: 7 
Sally_ can get under this. 
Is Grandfather too big to do it? 
Children can get on this. 
Can a horse do it? 
A barn is a home for a .cow. 
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cof caf.s cot Caf.s 
col- caf 




. .. " · -· ··-·· ., ~ ........ _ ---- -- . - ,_ .. _..,. _ ___ _____ ... .. -- ----- .. - - -· -- . -· .. . 
Bill /s o h41J , Betty: .is. Q g/r/. 
ile .. 1.:S .. OL li.'i.:tle. .. _iloy----·--- S.Ae_.is__f!_Jl.tfk. ___ 9'fr/ ·-.. 
. .. . . . --- ·- · · ·· - --- ~ · -·----------·------ - ---- -----.. ------- -- ··-- --.... .. ···· · -· - -· .. -- .  --·- -
8 /II .has._ o ____ do,g. ----- ·- ... . ___ _ .Be.:tf:J. h _g,.s ... Q . cal: 
I ' ' > 
Or ow /t;;es I I 
, ..... -- 2 3 b -f., ' 
-5 L?;ne e .. ween 1~ ./? ·B.. 
I 
tuorcls each .tox M CO/tJr Jn 
W-~~ 
6/ac.k~red oranqe brown 
blve '1 ell ow blac k ;;re.en 
pvrple 'j e)/ow 6rown o ran9 e... 
reo/ pvrr>le 9re.en blve_ 
Gree-nl B lve, Bloe- k Pvrple 
Red Orange {/e./Jaw Blu-e 
Gree n Brown Purple 8/qc.k 
8r~wn /(eo/ .lfe..llov..J OranJe. 
red lje..llow Reo/ orCtn,j e 
~ ron9 e... /?e.d Orange.. red 
':1 e-II~U/ · Or c.1 n9 e. lf~l/ou.~ hive 
<.; 
9reen 8/ve ~ Green ljelltJe.v 
6/ve. /3rofh!n ~ 8/ve- 9 re.e n 
p C/r;ole. (;:;"ee:= .. r; ~rple._ pvrp/e 
Jrou/n 8i:Jck 13rown bl()c.-.k 
f,jqc, k /i.r l:;/e rJ/qc. k krowl? 
• I 
• ·.-..: ::..s;... :.•. -::.!ll'!: • ::!I~ ~ .~. · . 
. c-;;t_~~;,_~i--. -~- --~~e- .-. ~~-;d ~~- ~~:~~~-·~ ~-- .c~-t: --;~·- -;~;_·-:; n-~;_~-- -· - -· -
_pq3 f~--:-_j~~:~~ ·n~ave ~ _ ),; _~-- ;/;.~~-- ~c~~~~.Ci~ .- -: Ao~. e~-·---- -~-- -- --~---- · - _ ... 
• r. 
l 
Fofher JntJI-her mon~ _,#~fher 
I 
mol-her Fof-her Fo -lh.er b()l-her 
..fol-her ../Hoi-her mol-her ~1-her 
' 
..4-lofher l'o.fher lofher 
' 
/'ni-h e r 
family fvnJ'Jy /Col-her h?t:Jfher 




I C v f o vi- +he. .senfence.s 
?Jsfa 1-hei!!Y!J abov~ Jn fhe 






_B. ___ ;g_--!··j_}~ rTift le _ /;,g 
~--· _· L_; f_f_le-__ l./! tl~£_~-· ~· --!... ___ 1/_t _t ~_e __ , 
Color O.Jj Dt/1 
/ ·' ' /1.f.£. IS 
.! • 
,t., J /"; 
/G t f · 
'V 












ToJJ~y is o 
She i.s a ''1 ~ cat. 
lnfJfher cof . • I.S ()] 
r olD,. · !abb'1 . 
CtJI()) F he.r !Jell~w. 
(-' 
b.": •• --. 
"\\ 
----·-:.:-'"""" ~= ....... r.o:-.•F~....:..=:.• -=-~~:e:ac;-=--~·------------~~=-' 
. -·· . •·· - .. .. ' .. . .. . . . ' 
.29 
.!.' .:.·-: .... 
' 3 
• ~. . .... ..... . ~ ~ -· ·-· ··- - ·- ·- ··-· ···-···~ ·--· · . . . - .. .. .. ·- · - ... ---..... -. _, __ on _ e ___ ___ ________ ~Qn_e_ ______ -_ __________ _ tULa ___ __ -~--_.k'-"'' L,L;....._' .L~o __ _ 
--------------~--------------! 
--------------~------------~--~-~----~~------------~ 
-==-·----~w~--------~·----------·----~----·~~-----..--------~-----. -- - - - - --- - -- -- · ----- - - ---- ----- ---- - ---- --- - -- ---- -- -- --- --- - - --- - --- -- --·- -- --·- -----·---
• on .e. .. ___ ___ ___ __ J-hree__ _ _ __ .. .. One ___ ___ ____ ________ __ -~i:..wo ___________ _ 
-----~=~ ;;-~----------~~-T:= _ _o_a-~~~=~-=-=--~ r--.1 1U..Ct _ __ -~- -------- - -- __ .. One _ .. 
_.._...,.._ i: ·-~- - ~;~----...,.,~~,....J-....--_ --~-----------~ 
.. .. . . . -· - ... . -· ··· ·- ~ . - - .. 
fhre e -~0. _ ~ _ ~i.I~:=,~ Fo.vr ___ __ 
if:~----------- ~- -flo;;;.- - - f .. l'ovr ..... Three. 
















(' / ' 
...,j l'Je. / s 
I I 
I • I . j I .,., -t ./p ; ;. 7- ~ ~ .... " 
i I 




I ~ I I 
8 .n fJ~t 7C,}J6j'· 
7Ct /;by ;:a l-h e r 
----~-~--~---: 
I 

















.. 1 ... v 
,.:; V A 1 
r--~ 
~ lnol-he r 
~ 















~ YJ?O fher.s G/riJ 
ij ,._. __________ , 
t. I Drctw co/or-
~ Cc/~;r c /cwn 
Clown her 




--. . .. ..-.. .... . . 
Po.ste.. "lf/,em ohove. /I? · ihe. corre c,f ,6.ox.e.s. . .. 
- -. . .... . . . - . 
bos Jref: .. . .. .. h.a-b./es~ -- .... ... .. 8et.· b!:J 
. _ .:·.. . h t:1 J, ~- . ~ .. ~- -.-.-. -- --:b~-!:1~·-:--::--... --t-.. -_---rl_.-...;_a.L/~----• 
... .. .. . ... 
BqiJJe~ Bah~ dandLf 
&----------~----~--~~--~-~,----~----------· 
!Jab.!!__ __ . __ h.al,':l 
· ~ ----·-· --
~8obb_. y~~~---~~--6_o_h_J~e __ ~____ 1_B __  a_b_u_e_s ______ B_Q_h_J_'e_~----~· 
• 
···-· -· __ _.._,~------
A hob~ c Q f /s Q lr/1-l-en# 
Color the lrll-1-e.n '1e./lttJw. 
• ---> = 
·c oloJ'- 1-he.. lrll-1-en . 
Calt:Jr if /,lock. 







PVf',P:f . fJvpjtJI:J . if 4' f"fof£ n. K/H.en 
}(/.ff'~n pupjD~ PMpp~ )r,'f.J.en 
- _.._..=-:It 
Pvp~ }{J'ff e.n . _  ev PIP·t;i· . . -· ~- - . p~pj:J 
){d '1-·f~ 11 J.~t:~.:J- k 





.. ... · - -. 37 . 
rAe;r are. ~ · /_ a '"re. 
--~li<V1-~- ~7'1111:1~,__._.. 
This /s fJe fr.:t· lh/.s 
. 
. A.f o f i? e r: /:S 
Th/s ' ~fher: -r I ' /s 8/l/ . 1.5 , f.-? ,,. S 
lhl~ I FQrAer; T/,/s ' 8ef·1·y .. I.S IS 
!h/s • Bill. Th' • ~  c:r ~!.he r. IS IS t-S 
~~~-n~~~w ~--,,.,.-: -




at . 6 0 !:)'. , Thl's /s 
Tht'.s /s Cj cof: 
Th/s • g/r/. IS 0 
~ 
8e fry /s o g/r/. 
./'lftJ fher /s 6/9 · 
Thls ls a c a f. 
Th/s /s 7Q6 .~ '1 · 
T lu's /s a· g/r /.. 
JC! ·I/ ,·~ {..;/// _, 
;5 a ~/r/. 
. ~ ... 
--~-----------------~ 
---~--,......__.~,----------------~ 
Fa fher /s .6<9, 
8//1 /s /t'rf'le. 
~rher /s 
8;11 is /t"ffle. 
38 
~!ilia- ........ ~ ~~-
T.h~ l~ putrp/e~~ 
\ 
• 
;!) . /r e }J't eul 
Oo /fO v L;J:ou.!J a I I ~hh e...5 e,., c.tJo r ~~ s ? 







r • bta J 
h. e. 
//1-f./e 
~~ , __ a ___ _ 




























.. .-------+----·----t*""- -----t------· 
+I e., C.t>Yre.c._ t. J ves h . ()(),.. • 
llov.se. ___ __  _ _ htJt./-'5e- -~ 
- -
h ovses .b/g hovs e.. 
Hovse.. 1-!oe/ses 




fhof Qr e 
I J. 
olt'ke. 
----~-,-~- -·-· -~---·--------1 7a.66~ a c. t1 f ? Is B:/1 b/~ ? 
-f-his Q cl~' 9 .? ~ Is .Afo f-), e. r )iff-I e.. /' 
8 1'/.' 1 1.. 1·~ ,? "- r .C" -r- 1 1 f .!J I 0 J J..',. !Ot'O!f Ci CO _r 
Is 
Is 
Is Be. .J.f'j Q 9/r/? Is .Fofher· b·t'g . ? 
Is ,CQrhe.r 6' ~ Is 8 Q fr:t ~ 9/r/l 'Vlj . 
.l..s t-A/s Ci /. I ~ .i '1'-rl~:,. c. e:rl-? Is ·f'h/s be!/ blg. ? 
Is 8e.ffy l:u',y ? 
Ls Ta bb!:J +-I· e. CQ f.? 
.l~~ Be.-1---l·t/ b<9 l .ls ?;6/;!:1 6 /.9 ? 
.z·s 7a}; h,J -rhe. c ct t ? Is /-=-arher l:t~-r-le ? 
------~··-·-·--~-~--~--·~---_,_,_, 
.ls +It e.. Jo':J 
Is +h e. 9·/r/ 
.Is -fh/s ?'A e.. 
Is 1-A/s cof 
13/ll?. 
~ ff t,:, e. 'i . ::> 
£:,::>~";/ .... "" • 
7.~66y? 
b 
...is 1-h/s 1-he. &lo9 ? 
Is I-he. 6oy B/ 1/.P 
_rs 1-hJ..s cc,f 7a6 6;:;,· ::J 
Is -/-he. g/r/ Befl-:t .=> 
~------.... . ~..... ,..._,.,~.o-;-..,_..._,, .. ..n_..: . a;._.___"&..'.~-.l~l~.-;.;o~--1<:f"'-'*'m~~-... ,.~.---------1 











d())/1 ])all ·dolls 
I 
Wagon 
8e. ff.:t 1/lre.s ltJ p/q~ . 
She. lilr-e.:; 1--o plfi!:J w/1-h her qtJ//.s. 
8e.. .ffi:J 1/lrc.s her c/()1/.s. 
Bll/ h'ke.S /-a pi~· 
. J)~/l.s ' 
He ·///res I-I) p~ wt'.Jh h/~ W O J OJ?. 
B/11 ~·A-e s IJ/.s wq~tJn . 
• 
.. 
C w..f.. .tJvt I-he. UltJre/ s helD w. -· .. ... .. -··-- .. 
.l'qsfe. !-ht!JH obtJ~e.- /n f-IJe.. correc.f .5pqces. 
I IIA!g()n doll wet9ons dolls 








Color • { I l .... n) ~ I "" ' 
• 
S e ~ fhe do// 
She. ,"s a bi,j dol/. 
Ske is a b/51; hig de// 
color fhe, "/s doll; 
· Color · he.~r ltj}pf oro~t~g;e. and hrtJwn and blve .. 
I 
,~ · .. ~ -~:a::::c· •. ~ ~~~ ·~~-~ ;;:.;::::v~- _..-.;..;...;"::.·~-xo:. "-\. !¥" ~""";'- -~ ·r. . ... ~:;: ._ .-: :- . .:;;t, .. • t«f .-:-· 
(,;o/or one.. fr,·ffen /,la c. A . C altJ~ ();'1e. I'"PP:J 
Co/()_4"_. tA.~ee. . Jr;J.i:~n.s -11~//b_w .... Cc/or ituO pupp/e..s fle../law,. 
~-----~·--------------~~~· --~~--~----------~ 





- ~ -~~-~--~~~~~ 
Pv t )<. ot1 f.~-.~.:::- .. :1n · . +haf j ~ dt'.f.t reV~ f- i 11 e., ach t fJ x . 








. See .. .  ihe. . /,·1-_f/e. yirf and :~er .dt)l/. ._c_O_r.r/;,_9_e_ __ . __ . _·_ 
TJ,~ 1/ft/e g/r/ 3Jves her doll a r/d~ . 
fbs/-e. -/-hem in fh-e.. J_,xe.S Ob#ve_ ..f.c J'Yu1/re- fhe... s-,l"Y'J . 
~~e [2~: ~!~_j!i;-;,·.tfk~Jtrl ~ 





CYJt ovf_ .. '/foAe .. /!4/.a?.rds. __ j __ elo_w. .Posfe. - fltem e:;6ov.e... 
-;;;;;-- r~<e~de .. · Sl~d . f:rictJcle 
- p- . ·r , .... _.. ....., - --""""'"~------~~-........,---
scmr!f iff. r f "jj€f>, g ... ·... •I• m :S/e,d . ,Sr,;,~~~-e.r 
. -:. ,ll:l~~~.:t~U:r-"1' tl :r.;,..,· '1:.::r'l' ·~ - . . : ..: .• ':.."Jt:;..:s.:,•.::-~·r.•~~.!.M'=:c'~ . .=.;._-:w;r.: ~-.:.J.a::--.~~t:-~...-.~,.--::...........,.2,.,..--"""".,._? ..,. .... .. ...,..-_,...., __ ~-
1 
' 
='-__.,. ______ ""''"""'"'" _______ ....,......._.., _ _._. ... 









C,f/f ovf 1-he. -s-en fenc.e.s iJeJ,w, 
__ &.,~ .. :1:-h•I'H fJ ~l)d?t:. ~h. J-:};e . correct= Joae. s. 
·-- ------ .. _,_...,. _______ ...,... ______ _... 
• 
IJ@ ,J;J,:;;_ <d;l /.tf.~ fd7jl3. };./J( /e., .$ d'f~ t//fJ· iJ$bh!:J S1'h docui'D· r -. ...., ·-"""""""' . - --
·-==;-.-= • Q (,, a _!._ ,"V t, j} .. ~ II J.l ·a I . -~ •I -11 ~~d ~d @, ""--~1}7/~ i0'j0 • .; ,(()N{l)/-:?/fe:'!JJ "'~1 (71'"'$ fP/€fiW PJ). tt,Jt:N'J!:tf ~d7r.:S Cl'O~..J?J , 
1 -,~~;.:w. :;or1~ -:t::... ·z.r.• ;z~,r-..:..:..:.;~::.-~.~: . .::."F.:tt.:.\!!l ':r · :.x.:a ~:.:c~..:ao:.:::E..-"""' :-..::::r.--~,-:;::zr.~:cm-::=..::.·t;:. .• ~o..~~_,.. · . : · · ~-C4Ftr :::O"*&..=...;..aa.t.la;c.r,. 
• 






Bah!::J t.rtfv- elown. BQhjl . craw/.s . 
. .. . - . - . .. ·-
8o~.LJ waves. .8"'6.'1 wt:~ve.s . Bah araw/s. 
8 II "- ~-:~~-p"JJL.~;s_~ ~ -. -flJy- ·S ;'}_s_ __ d/2~1'1~-~- .. _i.3~ k-;~-·-: ;;:-;;!I.e$.~ - - -- ·­
Re~J:~ C l"'aw!.s ~~q'~~Qu=::..:._: _ .8a.6!1 sTJ.s ~wn, 







·' I'·,. h ~ ! .h.rr;::.J-.1 
1/v-e 
-fhre e 









e i qtd~ 
~ •. 
==-
~ fA\ ._,~.)even 
5 Thr ee- . -






























-----~:- 1-..r.o-: -·~~-~--· -------------~-A ~ ':t:. 
.,. .. ).: : ~. 








• J ~ e;yn r 
fovr 
















1-.'\. l-'" ,lf' ' ( r ,., 
55 
"~ -- 56 
See. 8e.l-f~1 q, I()~ ~.i 
See .Be./-ly Go. 
(t (\ 
vee. me- , Se~e- n? e.- ~ so/cl Be. ffy .. 
rr 0 
"..Jee me. yo .. 
I C CiJ? 
I COY? 




yo (.//(? , 





I wr// ytJ up, 
I cQ n yo doU-~n . 
and down . 
·. 
'> Uf' ancl cl"wn .  
I t:Ui// 9o c/or.PJ1. 
:• .. -
J W/// yo vp an d clotvn hA~ 8eff-'f·'' 
57, 
!.~ .. - ~8 
. .r-·' 
See /E~·// 9o. 





._ __ .._..._--?"_,_-----~-_.,., _ _ _ -. ____ _ 
·---=-----+-------+-·~-·,_.,  ...,.., ..,..... ___ ........., _____ _. 




DrQw lines rr r/J e a:cJ-, m·iddl.z. u.d>rd h--: .. . - . . 
















































-1~ (.,;r./ () 
-five 






















·- ..- . 
~- ~--
: /g.s fe 1--he corre c. f- one..s ahove., 
': They ha ve a fo.J ccrf, /-/e h~:~s fun wifh if, 
!--~----------~------~-~------------------~ 
I See. fhe. -fw<> i'fffe. ~oys. TA e.y hCive.. a 1-()!1 fr4in . 





See fAe ft·.ft/e .9>r/ .~O,P· TAe. J,:y. glr/ )tJp.SJ Too; 
She /,·A-es fo ) o;:.:_ She Ao_ps f'Cisf. 
Cv r ()vf fhe., s en fences ie low. 
' 
The /,/9 g/r/ )ops 1 foo . She. haps .fos f; ~--~~-----------~------~-------------1 
See -rAe l/ftle .. 9Jr/ j,l',~. SJ,e. ~·A-es fo h o ):', 
·----·· ~ --~"~"' ···--·-~·~--- ·-~·- -·-------




.9ir/ Cqn olance. ·Two _q/r/s can danc e, 
v 
'Two 9/r/s c.C? n · a"ance. I One g/r/ can c/t::~nce. 




'':See 8;// c;·o ;; '9 ~.- o,.~d Ao;.Aer: 
J .) ' 
• ( ''See.. &//yo/' ..so/cl Fa~he r:. 
c. re, I I ; s ct .t ;_y I> tJ !:/ . 
Bill c qn r/c/e. f"r~sf. 
He can r/de., r!'de.J r/de. . 
. -
tt Ll// 
rynere. are., :~ov 
J wa ~-rr fa 9 o; 1 a tJ , 
I am 
f Can r/cle.. ~ lea . ' ' 
·ye~ 13eff'f;'' sa/ct 81//, 
((/ /., j I. 
'::Jov ore. a L:J/_g glr . 
~ov con r/cle. Ol? fh/.s. 
") ' 
c~!'ne.J 15efr~J come. a nd r/c/e.., 
lj'"/ can go· f"a s f J +c o. 
L ()ok.; -#ot-her~ L D6k, Fa+her, 







... _ - - ..... , - , .... _ -- - . 
See Be,tly jvmp. 
S h~ /lkes l-o JVm p, . 
Betl'y jvmp.s fo.sl. 
Se.e A//c.e... skol-e. 
SAe .skafe.s Qnd slrafes. 
Ahce- tJ.es , 1-o .skate... 
SA~ /;J~~ ItO skofe fosf. 
~7 

















....... · .. / ·~ . ~·-. - ·.n . ti9 
1.,-:, 1 ,.,. .>"'j I J .·1 : .) 
,._,. 1 f.;~ t """' , •' 
• 
-• 
Afctfre. t-he /rlfe. ;ovrl'/e. . 
.A;falr e. ,8/ng . i>lac. fr ond I.A/hife . 
Color B ob':/, 
- ~Ire-. her sh/n lji,~J- oran,9ep 
./Ht:;/re. . her /; c;~r yellouA 
,/ltoJre_ her- .J! red 
'I 'A· 
_ __..-f;ftdr e.. her t 
Color Bo~by* 
_,//fQ/re ),,:s ~.5/rln h[ihl" orctn9~e.. 
_,/ffQ Jc e. ~~ /s 
. ·~ . 
;,~_ - ·- t70 
• 
• 
See 8tJhb!j run, 
See ht's h/,j Jrile. 
See hls lrlle. :JrD u;oJ YPJ ~i' · 
8/n,y see~ +h& Jr/fe . 
He loolrs Y~.; GPeP.,~ v~ . 
18 e;;/,;':1 looks ~p J foo. 
BOt~ J ~s ~ ~, $' 1J~h e &u'J J 6 /j Jr /t.e . 
,, . 
~. F?JI' .1'1_1 
I ~ vr. f:'' 
" 
u Q. I I I I I l I I J -e. -€.- W n €...r" e_ ..J-n..e_ If I f- -e,.. IS. C} D I f1'1 , . 
v ·J' 
1 S/1- vp) 8/ n J 
L " "k a. -1- -fh e- k lJ k; 1-"- ~ 
, Y v c tt ~ n of q e..+ 1- h e.. J.t / J e.- • 
l3a/;1 can n()f- 5-e-:f- f-he- k l l- ... 
Se..e..- l-1- Jt) , 
)..f-er-e-) ah,.. Cow.e- /;.e_r ~ .. 
I f J f J I · t1 lJ )() v c.a rt ~o J·vm p v p rD ·ne... ;r;re.. . 
'~0 h J /J{)h~y; Sald BA /., J' o)-l e / jo h1 e... 
I+ e./!J J'1'1 L J tLI nAc p v ,P I-~; 1-·h-e.~ )r ljE-. 
I C4 n J'-lde... ~ H !-'he- #.~ lJ fr i fe_ ~~ 
''A L ,, J 
C/ n1 n ~ 1 Sa l'cl fJp/; /:J:; , 
,, T h ~' s / s "() f -h ,. y I)~, 
This Is n,f 3~ott ~r a ,-lde- . 
Yo v can r-ldL on a bv .s , 
t2 
'·· ---- 73 
• 
f-----....,-·-~llo':IV~ v_,w _..,..,-..____..._ . .....,.. .,..__ .• .._... ~ ~~~---------~"-
A t v I + .1.. • ,. • r 4.. ' I v a ,.,, on +-h .... one.. n cr 10 c;r ,· ·J. :·· e ~'"'e n r . l/ t!. tf en 




}) II . (' i I rcu."~· t•:-:u: .. ,' ·; ~~ - '..?..1' ... , C l '' c. ... , f..,U~rt";.,1 i ~-.~ -1-n t-;_. mldcl It:!. . 
. 1-o -1-h e- Stil m e.. WD rc;l ,_; a+ +t~ ·- ,, . ~a! . .::> of. +A e_. 
Sa me bor.. · 
- ~·~--~------------------------~ eic;h f-
·' Te...n---







































.f-o v t · 
Se v e #1 
!=o tl,-
.P/ve_ 
r-·9~ v,::. Ci . _ . .... 
VJ/r,e,.. 
i'i..CY! 
.Pi v i~, 
Four 













. - ... 
•• • - ---· ~ -:-....,.;:;-..J".::~ l".. ·-==t-:-.-:.=- ~~.,::-.....;;;:..,.- ~ -.;;.._u- .._;;.:,:....:.-·-.......,..... ·-· ·::::- · - r: ~:: ...... :~~~:7. =· - ..:._~ :;:- -~-"""~ ..... ._:.-..,....._- a..· _.._ --r- -··::- -·, _ ..,. -_, ,.. "" .-
I 
Bo!Jy eSoJJ 9~ot~-by 1-o ~other and !=t:~l-he,r. 
Bobb:t .sold fjoocl-bj l-o .A1ol-her ond Frri-her. 
Be+i-~ said got)cf-by fo A1oiher ··a,d FQ+J.er. 
/ltofher and Fttfher qre · jllii'I:J oi..t.ltNj· 
BQhy # 1111f 9oinJ away· 
13o66!J and &ff!J are. nof go/n!J away. 
··r w;J/ ;e s~o~ ~ .saicl BQ;!I . 
~Jre . will be 9ood/ -said Bobb!J and &tfJ'· . 
''~e w/// ,~»IO.!J w/ih . ~iJ'n:J;• saM PDhb.J. 











' ft;mber C/;orf 
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jt• ··, I one One · ,'t -
:L ftliO Lo X )! 
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~cc: . .... -~ 
'f' lot/r Fov,.,. . }{X iJ!X ' 
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.( ..... fi·~ :e. five~ ~ ~)f. )( )( ~ 
-
·=-r -
6 .. 5/Jt SiJI. XX XX )(~ 
~gt~ 




t eJyhf £,jhf l ~ 6(. X~ XX XX 
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? I i/11'ne I I nine - ~~}l /l'f. J()( XI< I{ 
~- 1:_ - --· /0 t:_ Ten_ . ~)! X lit JCX XX ')l)( 
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Jim Wd'S 0 /;l'_j ho!f . 
He Wt:lS hoJ:;)'y, 
' ' lf was h/s b/rfhday. 
He wa~ seven JeQrs old 
Color J:m ·/t'qhf 
Y' 
oran9e, hrown.> re~ and hive , 
--~--->Df:a&! ~ .. 
-~ ' 
• 
' .c : - 7~--- - 4 
. -·· ·-·~·""''-~·---·~--------- · - ·;:::;;.;.., 
_M 
__..... . ..., . .::.-+t-
- · 
J:m .s QW JQ,_k one/ · JQn-. · 
;hc..k wo.s Q //-If/~ bc:J. 
hn., wa.s o /t'fffe 9lr/. 
----- =:::s: 
Jac,k and Ton~ w-e.re.. rw,'ns .. 
They we.r~ s e..ven tJ e. or.s o lei_; foo. 
T h~ f"';'/11~ were.- rvnnihq tasf . 
.,.J 












I:' 1 ' • 
.. ,• f 't 
................ 
.. . . . . :. '--~ J-7,' ·: : 
' . 
I I 
. '(./ . 
. , 
. ·; 
· ' r 
_ .. ____ . _"'...__ .. _________ _ 
~------ ---------
See 
rh~ J/J _').if 
he J /" 111 .' 
-
.... .- " ......... ·- ,. ,. ... .... . 
• 
"Jrou ~ ·7J .?"-e of qn al 
......... ·- ---- - -
• 
' ... ..,::-· 6 
:;_.'!'-" ' ·~f 0'\ ...... - , ,.__,.,/'\o_•t • • ;.~ •.t- r.:i'' ,'~ o.J,.o A .,.,.,,,~ .. . ,,_., ,,.,., , ~ •,;,o ... > o ...,..., , , ,,. , , '"'!- ., ... ,"'0 ' ' 0>-~ ' .,~ .. ·,, .. ~ ' '-'' "'' JO ' ' '', ' 1 '\~ .. ,,. •oH ,S,.•.ll ~ • ' • '\ I , :,
0 
¥'~~ .. ~-:~  .. _ .. ,,,., 
: 
a .. ~1 ho!:f 
I 
(.,1/Q .s· 11 o/'-' fJ .r 
' 4/~ blr.fhclet._'j 
' .... ven ye Qrs old 
... ,. _,. 
I • 
I -· t.VOS 
• <:r. :,.··er e 
I ,5- •tu 
W ,, . -. 
t:. p·, . . 
I' •• ·~ • 
fw/ .s 




I i h ;~.:.:) 
~l.·,t :·. tl ! ' .... ~#· 
f 
..... ' 
.... """............_ ____ . __ _ 
a 1/if.le 6tJJ 
cr l/l·rle yirl 
T he!J w ere-
wr:;;,r- rvnJ') ·nJ 
C-~//e. c( Jih'1 
8' ) ir.f 1do!J 
I : 
HapnL1 






ve .rf .,... , .• 







I! ' fi . 
'1/k or~ 3/crc! fo see. yov. 
· 7 h/~ 1:S your J;rfhdtt!!J· 
H4pp!Jf /J1·rfhda!f fo ~ov. ~) 
4'Th&~nlt yo~ Jar:-4 ond Jane. . 
T honA 4J"v~"~ .sq/cl 'Xm . 
-:?1<1\!..a.se. c.ome- ro m!J J;rihdq!l p~:~rf':J. 
il/e wi/1 ),q ve. l'vn . 
~ MQ:J p/t:i!f !Jt:~me.s . 
~ lh11!:J plo!J l-<:~9. 
Jl' ·rn t~ !i lh 11 ve-. c. Q A e.. . 
)1/e me~~ hove- milA.~~ 
. o:~y~~ ~ 11 .S&Jld -th~L tl-wiAS .. 
)1/e wonf 1-tJ c..ome... 
iJ/e ~;// ),q41~ .fvn. 
Thonlr tJ~v~ Im . 
T honl< LJ 01.1 .ftJr as Jr;nj u.s. 
~ UYi// ~@,r;n ®> . 
. - :~~ · 7 
! • .'.) ... . ~ --- ... . . • 
_n' I . ~~ c ol1,.;,~ c.- f -zi'";~_,·"h phr11se...s +hat· 
Qr c... 01~ .ke. . Con ytJ(/ read all "f -fhem P 
called tha ' fwi/16 
f 0 ~e. e. 'jOIJ 
ytJvr blrfhdQ'f 
mJ J,;,.fhda!j j'Jorly 
jtJ/eq.n. c,ome-
wonf- 1-o CtJJne. 
U/i/1 ha~'e- l'v11 
for oslrinJ ~~ 
We are.- ylfld 
Thank yDu 
.He,/fo~ Jt/11. 
T J,,-.s /8 
Hoppij IJ;r.Jhdoy 
fo mJ porf,t 




+o ..:Pee.. !/ ov 
c ollet! 1-he.. 1-tvin.s 
ln!f -birfhdaJ pori-~ 
ffeo~e.. C();ne-
yovr IJirl-hdo~ . 
f'",. · q.sJrins vs 
Ult:~nl- -f" et>me. 
w,J/ hove -/'u, 
T h11nk !fDII 
H'. Qre. 9/ad 
-r ""' ~~ 
Hell~ -:JihJ. 
ft~ ffl1 pori!J 





~··. o I 
~· hQnK 'fOV 
"' 
h<;F~~ f'</n 
p/o!f a qme,s 
. lav. faJ 
(I ..... 
, <· ( ~~ •.::.,<\ ; 
. ·.~.._,.....;~. 
ma':l pia':! 3a n:~es 
,11Ju J lo/aj l a_.7 
r; 
· said ~17,~ 
.a)d ~}; f-c:ol;-J.S 
tp/// came. 
• 
·' ~- . _{G i.-1-· ....... ,·:·. 
~ ..... _ ~--- • -"· • ~ - "C'. ;- • 1:~. .. .; 
ii 
.0) / 1e as e.. com e.-
t-o m'j' ,Party 
Y/le. wi// 
)/~ un// have 
W4_. ,may 
Wi () .{,~ If) I(} (.1 
...Ji (; ...I 
ma!:f have 
/IJ?O · ho v~ mll k · 
.P~ r QSJrinJ w 
w//1 hQve_ 
SJ,fil, w a.s ..3 even ':1 ears olrl,~ f()o .. 
Ji// WCIS J'vl'np/ng rope,. 
Ske - wt:~s J·Vm,tJln~ ~a s f . 
"He llo/ Ji//~N called Jim . 
"J.- om h ap,P!j fo ~ee. yDv a nd 8/n:J, 
Todolj is rn~ h/r fhdo':f. 
I o m ~el/en tfeors old. 
Jfl// y ov and 8/n~ CtJme_ 
1-o m~ /,/rfh cloj pa~fy -fodab ? n 
: . . -:·;: .... 0 
. ..)'". _._ . 
....... ;.- -
'----· 
... ':·.:.··.-.. _... _j_ _J_ 
4 • r . ,•; . • • 
(', 
...... -:-.< -: .... _ .• 'l f). ~~~\··~.:- -:'} 
·~ • ..._. • • ,1' '·'"'' 'U,•..._,.,,...,.n,r: ........ , .. _,...,~ • . ~ ...... . ..,...~, , .... ,.."lJJf "'A....,._...__o=• ~~~ 
p .:, l I 
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M ..:_.;-::..• l ~ 
t •. 'I .:• 
t •• ~i ,1 tt .'·' .. 
,· ' ., .. t, '" . · 
'! ~... ..... 
.''i I 
.~' "lor j,j/ 
-fh 1!- ~:t(J:t 
'I !· 
• I,-
' , ~ 'I •' • ,, • ~ 
.: ,, p ... ~.,· ~·· • ._r ~ \,} ' :_ ~ 
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Todoij dS 
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:·~~~ -\" .. 'ol~'w_{' u 
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• ··'' ,;TI' • 
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-r· 
/ '·"- i \·" ,· 0 
. ~ .• f. . \,_. 
/) ;,· L ... o tJr .. 
n t f ., l i ] :..<" 
. ...,.. .. t.•! {,. ~-




·:~~ j7' ~ ~ 
,~t .- t /) , ,., \.~·"'I 
_'jour 
) . ' i ·;; (• 
I . 
. . I 
r:.{.,..t ' . i j - ·<?.. .• ~ • 















·'LDok: .so/a . -Ji II 
"There. i.s "f,1n now, 
Ht!!' /.s rvnnin~ fasf. 
J-le has a k.f..J.e ~ wll-h 
Good-t~.~ J/m- I mvsf 9o 
J'i // ra 11 J, t'Jne- , 
S hrt- !rr!J r; h~Jme.- k sf; 
' 
• 
-I ' /1 ·'??. 
Co/t;r h/l'n t~hf ()f"tii?Je,; iJ/!I..(..k.) !fellow ) and Jreen . 
Co/r;r fhe, .sk':J 6/ve-. 
Calor fhe, b1j /,/// 6rtJ~~n. ~~---------·----•b., ·-.~n·, __________ _..._l ; 
I s"ij fhese. f 0 !:1 () 1.1 f 




ran A om e. ... 
ran home. las+ 
has Ci /e.l·fer 
J mvsf 
.,... 
.. l mvs+ JD 
go ht:~Me. now 
uJa.s rvnnin9 




,, / ;, 
Wt rr; ntm 
fjO ~~() Yl-? e.. 












~ ~-;~-Jim ron !'6 lim. 
77 m saw J1F[vYi r vn n lrl.J. 
J-le Sow Tr/xle. rvnrJln~; +oo. 
H J l 1/ -r- '1 J I ~r 
n,.e,f /Jo 1 Jlm; caned //m, 
~fPieose come.. w/1-), me-. 
J mvsf- 1-oke. f-v~/.s /e-ffer fo -I· he. /effer bo'l: . 
T he,n I 1fnt,'5 f [jO f-o 1-he sfore. 
Please- com~ fo fAe.- store. w/lh me- .. 
• 
/.i, b . ....,.,.. .. 
~ ... ~ (' ,. '· .. 
If -r , 
-.1 ,"'TJu.sf 90 llon-;e- YJ u!, 
_z- m v s / h ef;o rn J m t) -f.h ~ r . 
l3vf I U/anl ljtJ tt f() Come. -,Lo my .hor:.f'Je. , 
If /s m:; );/rfhc/o/:1, 
T I J_ o i'IJ ..s eYen !/e a Y s o ; d. 
Ll/. j/ I /I (.I j ~y- 1// f/OV C-OtYJ?e- To . )'F~ itUr71J C!tl!f 
i he. /;;;1 n rfy is ftJ c1 a!:) .. 1> 
-1-o y()ur h /rfh cl a~'f par f'j. 
1(./n . 
f' )j -
-t-or you,; saJd Jt'm, 
'T am ""rlarl -iht:~f you are con'Jin!]· 
I The- fwin ..s are- e-ominJ. 
• Ji // l5 com /n tj; 1--t>o. 
/4/1 c f' v.s w i// have.. ft.ln. 










I Cf ,··e.... 
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Blntj 







, ... _ ,.; and J., lve. 
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I l -}-c;g_ke.. ~ 

























.f»· ........ ... 
i ii~-· 
' . r 
1 
.• i. ·/ "t,") /··1 l~:y -f q~'l . 
/"\ I rtrood··b,~, 
_.l m vsf 
... i rr1 vs ·l- r v n 
l\ I Jl 
·.:t·a· r::: T I .~ !i • 
...... ~::,_;:. ~ 
;, ' 
•'' }.~··:} .. 
-f he SftJ re... 
-r 
_j mvs f .Jno -l· her. 
).A:/ 
rr ~!. mvs f-
/1/e. J"n vs-f 
... '1 e. -1- re a Ci~j 
~..'1 e,-1- rea d J 
; .. ::;, c:t f h 0 rn e_ 
• 
"'floi-he.r 
//1t.;-,Lh er ,.l ' l'nt/.ST /J t;Ve. 
f~ r ·tn_!f lJ or f!:J. 
w ifh B t:t h__j . 
...... ·-·~ - -. 2:1 
I 
s ... ~ .:- #-- · 22 
c::tr.r~~ 
dane 
/; r own. 
[v" •' ... r,•; !,•) / !IJ ·"'? t ' . / ~ ~· ~ , •· ,. ~ ~ l' 
"" <• 
... .,. ! . 
ii . " ~ .1 ... .;-.I'v :.~ 
:t .. ... .. .. -·:· 
} 
~: ;·"·.(i ·",{i /) #~ 
/) . 
If I ~~ !tJe.. f 
.J 
'·' 23 ,.~·. _:.___ 
Jih'J wehf · fo /'1/olhe.~. 
Jim he~ed ~:1-her. 
fie he./pecl ,4fo.fher mt~Jre.. .rAe. Cdke-
T/Jey mat:le.. o bij calre. 
The'j hr~d !'vn. 
Jlm WCiS htip~y · . 
/) . 
Q 
-~- -=... ·-3 
: :;;·-----; ;,. -----~------
StJon ;f w o s flme. fo r f h e, porf!f· . 
The. c....oA-e.. was a// rea d 'j · 
J/m was a// ret:tcl':f. 
~fher tllas a// reacl::;. 
;;f;w w e... or~ a// reac!J ~"' so/c/ ~1-he.r: 
~w we- c,re. all ret:~ ciJ 
fOr -/-he, iJ/'rfh ela'j pt7rty ;I .5Qi rl T-m. 










. ' ...... ':::. a ro tl (" ·: ~- ~- .:. . . 1;" - ,: 
c· , 
_.,. oftrJ .Afl t/; , - -'lo . ., 
Color J h ., ~ ... -. • .!~" i 
~"' i L ale r lJ;m 
Co/a r tl,e. 
Co/or ;he, 
. J , 
,...·o or t-hem 
i .J 
~:· 
/, J ); I o ;·~ 4i Y1 J.::...) /; r:-... ,,__, 11 a n d r e d . 
/,/ r fh d a 'j c 4 ~~ e.. ":? e. I/o w , 
ser1e.Z?? candles .. 
~ I + ~:::> 




fhe.se. fc !:J·ovr ;1-eac.);er . 
. T , J 
t h r:... c a~ e. 
/-~;- fhe .. ~arfu 
I _/ 
t-t.-ras y -ea dq 
Afcl-her was 
Wt:i s a// rea ol'j 
f: t, ;.ltt S /-J WHL 
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c. Qme- +o +Ae. porfy. 
fhe pqrf:J. 
fhe j:JCJ'rfy . 
uHa;op'j h!rlhcla!fJ ") soid ..fh e_ I-winS -
"HaPl'.l.J birl·hda:;.; Jim.;" s oi d ;.,T;J/ . 
''1-!a,P)?J hirfhdoyJn col/eel ?Jm . 
. " SOtt:J-
"}// 
we .. ore- c... 0 ll"'J .! .:"? q 
t-.l 
-1- .1,1 
L_! 0 or .rtl 0 r ,.. 'j . 




__. ~ - t -.r.- ..-:r -....-t-···.-~'!' -·· ... ,. .... .• ,. ..,..,. • .__......, 
I 
f 
I I~ The twins hQd · pre~ ~M f.s tu ll-h -!-hem~ 
- Ji II A a t1 a pres en-f wifh J,e r, 
//n-1 had q presenf w,·fh hi;n. 
A// fhe. pre.~e,nfs ware. ,c,,.. J,. .W~. 
I "0),, look .I J, o /r J" ~all/ 8a6:J. 
•: Lcok al- Ji//. 
I Lo ok af .fhe- ~rese~f: 
i 
J ·.:>!'Y' e.-) r/xla.b 
I C)oYne... t.Ml..fA m . 
f
' I =~ ...... ---~lt:~-~· 
'• 
c 
\.)e. e. /.>a Joe. :L ? . (/ ' 
C I I.J/ } 1 i .L ) I J /I . 0 Or Jl . r•Jl?i c?ranje..;.ota.CK; 'Je, OUJ.) 
q n d pvrp /e. 
Co lor B a6:1 hjhf oranJ e-. J y e.,//oi.A.I_, and blve., 
C o/t; 'r i-he.. ~k lj b/ve. . 
Co/tJr 1-Ae- JrfJvnd ~r~en, 
~ Afa/re.- -/-he.- pr"e. se¥Jf a c.olor 'fou llhe- .. 
~· Corn~) Jim.J )~sa /d 'X 11e- • ··ctJme and see. 
T hls pre..senf is .f.'or t:fOI./. 11 
J ln? we¥) f 1-D J; n e... . 
'fJh) oh ;)1 hE>- . SCI i'c/. 
!}P'j, t:1 f l'on 1-Ju·s • IS. 
I /lAe.. l:n'r fhclcij pre.se~'~f s . 
· ha nA. 'joe/; JQ nfL. T hC~nk · ~ ov. 
I am 
I Cim 
\ ; ,, 
' f' • I * 
J' 0 V C1 I"" ·- ' \) . f . /: l· / /;.""1 :.:.- # 
~ ~= ':"'= · 
28 
.. ~ ... · '" 
{ 
i ... _,., .. ··· ~t> / . . .J~ ,. • ' 






.. 1•1 J "'·= -=- )I '""""'F~~ 
· ~· O{)k/ Jim! sold Jane. 
~ --~~,.... I A ))! 
If A / "'"' f,...,, I/"' .r C' L ¥1 -f a. 1tor I/ ' . ' //I ._) /./ / t__ ._') c: I f ; 1.3 . . J ()I/ 
I 
;_,,'().'/,.. J ' 
1 -~ ---
.• !! •. r~ · ""'-"' ' ""'""'t'd ~~· hl1 ~, ~ ,_,r•·-r.; ~~ ·~FI' • 
" ,. · · t 1 
'j' ; h!. 
,.._ t .. " • 
" • n j Yes, ,ues J sa/d i-ne. +:!vins . 
., .,/ '' /' /e a.se.. do . 
41 
'/Jfo!:f I op e,n Yn.!f ~re.senf-s~ ~1-h<i!.r.~ 
;f/"'!1 J ol;t;e.n "-)em /7/)wf?~~ t1s/re d Ji"""". 
~ ).~sj Ji~~ N .Sq/d /#o-f·her: 
You may o1oen your ,<:~resenf.s< 
~~.,(..!' ?no.'j ~pen o/1 of I--hem now. 
7-h/.s rres en t i..s {;.D m G'rt~ndiYJc fher ~ 
,_ .. --









one'.; -l1.voJ iJ..J1re e~ pr~ e rrl-~- . 
fie yot .fov":J live. J Six pre.se.nf.s. 
(' li~c wo ~ 
r-~ 
'lOme.s- Brdt.Vn 
~ ()-JFe.e..n S+,..._c,:f 
/3te4.c.h vi lie. 
~ ~s~ cluJ.se Hs 
Jle J"f l?lne-,~ fen 
/ 
. 






Te ~ L ~,..c.e.n .Sf. 
TI'IPJe.s 81"'tJ IV II BfiJt~.cJ, .,,·j(e, 
8uc/, vl lie ) .Ao.s..s . v A/A3$. 








j'J"' .. ~~~~__.,.~~ll!lN::'!IM'•UI?t::....,..,....-,....,....t1e:.-a.~~~-~.. . .,..:....,oo.~ ..:r~..r~ .. .,.,""""' .... · •' ,,.~:-. n : · -~ ,_·,...:,., ... , ... -:r r.:.·.t, ":"l!~~;:; 
,.,....- -~_.._.-~~A 
~ ---~ ~ 
• I r~,~~m~s ~row~ , _..,..,._._ 
:t G,.. e e-n ..S 1-re tr:,;f 
8-e a ch vl/le. 
/da ss a c.hl/se, ff-s 
11 If I •a 
liz:. Dt>Jr) St1/ d 
·'a ..J.. . ' -'"' " 
· ~e TWO -fnre & -- - 1-ovr -rlve. si 'J( ---I . .~ i ) J 
1 eve.", eijhfJ nine --- han pre.senf.s 1 .. 
I ~L«o ook /'.said 1-h ~ boys and !Jirls . 
I "Se. e. all o I' his /'r e.senf.s. 
l' dim 3of ·l-e n pre,.senl-~, 
I OJ? e.) '-}1-UO J 1-hr_e..e..--. 
• j Three of' his F'resenfs are.. hij· 
· One~, fwo"" t-hree.--- fOvYj 1'/ve.; six J seven. 
,Seven t>F lu:s pre.senfs are. llff/e,. 
32 
Jim qof fen pre.senl·s in all,.~) 




I. S\ e.. e. ~C?t:l e . .:J ~ , r ..... t 
,...., I I I I 
t.- IJ/()r fhe.. presenl..s ~t..!he co,or yov w&~nf, 
Co/or Jim hjhf orange~ .black) and !Jreen . 
. r_:·()for Trir.ie hk?c ... 4¥ and whlfe . 
.Se.e... paJe.....7&'. 
Co~r fhe l.nj, hi_j /,c,// ortmJe. and j>vr,Pie. · I 
Coll)r 1-he llffle In;,// reel w/lh Jive. 
l';o/cr. flte.- }/1-f/e..J //fl-/e. it:~/1 Jreen. 
Co/or. Ji // /,jhf oron9e; J,/ockJ ye//o"':J ond j:)vrl'/e. 
Co/or 1irn /:9hf oronJe; f, /fJck1 oncl green. 
Calor f), e. .. 9rt:Jvnd brown . 
.,olor fA e. sk q hive . 
,..;' 
Color reel. Ccfor 
':lellow. 
Co loY> blue. . Color pvr-pie - C()lor hrown-




i J , • 
r?Je.. +t.u 01 s . 
I 1 lilre. 
_l !t·/re_ 
yov) 
fj ou·J I:tc.. k and 
~CD k S, 
fa . rea d. n 
'IL oo~k 
1 
~f.he r-) ·" C a //e d .Tf:rn. 
I( Se. e. m 'j fhre e.. hoolr S . 
I' J()()d bookS. 1 het..{ QYe.. 
'=' 
,, k 1- Oo of fhe. red book. 
· I fell:; // Q f a/;ouf f()ys. 
] ; 
-1-e// s ah()t;'f Jn'5 ·f-a~ :s. 
"'f"f tell~ o6 v.f }/ffle.. 
i- fe//.s J f'f./nnJ ~!· + abo (.;f 
(' 
~.) f., ~ .. fhe. 
.fvnn=' dt-"C,I{.. 
.Jr c/o nof ,~CHie- Cl c/f/c.k. 
See, f"he -J~nn'j olo J· · 
• .. J 




.(:)/t.' ~:: .;..,;.., v·' 0, ' ...... .. ' 
.,-~ . ' I 
J • f 11 · ..... f- - e,, .5 l ,1 r- I' I (,.1 i i 
·~:J a :t J . L b t,iS rj ;' .. ~ o !je·/Jow ~:r/ f1 en . 
S .he ) :s Q de tr r /t'ff/t?_ ~~ l-t·fe n , ,, ,;;a /t( 3ftr-~ . 
, 
l(v sf j &~as fu,·a // ffle.. .ba /Is . 
'T.I } ;ne:;t a e.. pvr~le.. and tJraYt'j€-· 
( I I t I 
1/t.Jt r h t-he. 
" . J 
af the. I I Loo;r fjre.e.n book .. 
·r· 
·l .. e / /:s all af:u; t.l f ])v sf ':1 .. , I ~' --;-
f" lil .. fle. rnon ke~. ~ I . ..;. .. lv St'tj IS ct 
IJ I I' I 
/7e 10 a f't;nn::; monlfe':J· 
7~/;;s ~ook /s )e sf t> I a 1/. >~ 
~41o f h e r /o o .lr e d Q f 1-he... "() o lr .s . 
cf"'aV!c/;ne;fJ.,e~ /t:-ohe.d a l- 1-he.. l,ooks..) -1-~a. 
If# ,., . 1 I L ~~ ; 
··iVe. 1/.tre. Uti{.,.,'r ~(ltu, .s • 1-IJe.w .sold 
.,.,/ ... ..J 
,.T, I I 




\ .' fO U l/ J J A',/f'f/ f. . /~ , ;i :,l ~ ... ""./ ""''/' .•. 
. j }} 
1'-h err-;~ , 








Q . . L 
·' ;] " 
; · .;· I I l 
, l _u• .• - '•'}j• C' ~ .. f I 
,,,.- , ~ . v I 
..... 
I , . 
1 
/-low 
:,L I ' I I 
oo 1-rJ Sena 
'~ J L '' I 
l-OO ij") .:it:r)d fhf-. 
"See- -fhe- h;~nny 
f' , Wtf'/S , 
t,;p and cltJwn . 
"X II # J 
·e..s 
1 
said,- . ol-. e r. 
)) 
n ; I t a ~~i1 Y1J ~~~;.;./e_ monlre::; he 15 
. t/.' vvlt, a f do .:J~v cer/1 I , hll-11, 7 
J (/;L , h/m :; Jl r. rJt~ r dt'd you J1 t:tme. 
a ;VJ an .... , e.. , 
-lT " r"':' ,'.' ' // J ' < <-1 '' I c. Cl l/ /?I h1 
J k l) 
-b oo, , 
• 
' 
11,')'--~-~, __ ______ .. ,__ ' JN- •J1. , ~ w J.:a !lilA<~ ~lllfl:;a!OW>... .f!> •• l~ ~t:f:llt:::t5 ':ol!".'ll:fo~~"'%..._,,. .~~"&a~-.:. ·..-z.-•u...-..........__,'!!:~alfl-'' ·· ·--- 38 
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t2?e present was a _ bo//0 
1.. f L LJl bla lJ_ 
.. L 1- WfJS no a h r ~ ;e ~ _ 
]~ f was a b'J) h/J hall. 
7=-~he 6lg
1 
.b;j· ho// wos from J;·J/. 
« --h I T: 1 I .JoJ /. . r · onx 'jOV.) \,. /tt , S aid vim. 
7 t·lre h~j .balls. 
fov ma!J have. fhe //1-J-/e bo/~ Jl //. 
I ~ ·II ft'!ke, l~.he /iff/e.) /lffl~ I> a II 
Jtt!~ c n l':) .Ia /.1 o 9 c? ;rr~ e- w /.f); f;, e .b a I Is. J) 




J I " ~ - ~~ 
The._ // f 1--/ e.. ~~, ::.· // /s ;r ...:._ d u.n'l·h J/ve. (Ji? :f. 
.' I 
~··- ... . '; / ~ - (."' 
.{: . 'c;;/ {\_.; 
..-.~ h I I I I r I ,> -I e ;ifl-le) ii f f te_ bCilt ,~., yreen; ..sa/cl J/f'n. 
'~ T /1e. /·ffle · .ba ;1/ /s -fr~Yn ?:n1. 
The /;file.; liff/e ball /s h{)m Ba~:y ­
T han A ':1 tJ v /tJ r · + J,e- 9 r e en /:; a/~ B a .6 ~ . 
T hunk 'jOV .fl)r m'j red ctnd hive ball) 7/m . 
.,-~~w _f hove 1-/-,ree... 6 Q//s, 
Corne Jack and Tane. ) 
YD v t-n a'j fair e. ~ryJy· h/9 1 b/9 
/Q I ' I )!-J OP!;j n?P':f nof p/r;'j wi+11 
)he /.s foo ~·l·f/e_ . 
l? v f S h e m a :J c. o J'n e- U/; f.); vs . 
S h e.. m t:1 'j c, on1 e.. a n d ..s e. ~ 1-h e.. J a Jn e- . 
Come-1 Ba.b";l· Come... w/.fh vs. 
r 
l-Omt!- and 0e e.. us p!t:~{j ·. 
Co!¥1C.. a nt/ e.e... v.s JJ/tl:f Ci yame. 
Jl/e. wan I- lo i•'/a 7 t.<f./if.h -1-he... .6 a 1/s. 
. I ; .J ~ _, ' t:.J ~/l .,- . -.- ~ •· I .*'< 1 .1 .:::, V ;..' ... r' t. ... ,.,. ~ • - '.. ,. • ••• • C. l) " UY7 · 
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8(/}Jy We.t")lf , o ~se.e l ... he. ~ tl/131~. 






' t u;e. ;1 r • ' j •' ~ ; ' ,.. .... '" '-~'' . J l"'l ~'I r. ., __ :. I vf 
J 
,S )i e_ f.A.l e. n -f f-o .;.:; r:: e.. f h e.. !} a n-.1 e.. 
if") /.. : 










no 1- . ~.7 e,f 
nof 5 e, -/· 
d/d J e.f 
~Yi I I. 
Tach·· . 
,L , .. '··. v~ ,. ,. . I. ~ 
It · ' W " "' • ~~~ ..,.~ lv1 ._. 
· ~/ .... ,,.l 
/\ J II 
ot ball, 
•• t 1 
, /t·tJ w · I rt,.~ Y! n ,. r1 q • 
J 
ran -!asfer. 
~Then • -.. I h e.... ,s ~flA.,/ ~) ~ c. K I 
l•oj ,, 
n ) de t:~ "J S co' 4 
It r /"'/',; Yl Ia sf-) );; (/f- !.:f () LJ ra J1 !>as f (! ('. 
Yt) v J " f me....~ J7 m . ., 
~(.(/ we.. 
.s Cl /d '7:' /1.-1 I ; 
4a 
. · ..... .. ,~· '" · ... ... ·.~· - .... ~ ., ...... ~ ..... --.... ... ..... -~:..-; · , . .: ... ::c:.~· . .$:.._ ., ;:,; •,-:; ~ %.._. ..... ,_~~-
, · rna ':J l-ake-
mo'1 no I- p/ o Lj 
w/J.h vs 
f '"4ree.- /il-f/e_ 6ook.s 
., I J 
, lr e... fc rea cl 
~ l h Cl v e a t:lvc11 
··t ~~/n n1 n1 onkelj 
a _lo:; J1'J()nke!j 
'11 r,.1 JO vp 
ran a{!-er 
0, 000 ,VY(i d ~-
r..r 
rn 4:1 corn~ 
.se. e,. -th e.. J t?Me-
wa n f f o p la 'j 
Wt? n-f~ fo hQve_ 
The!f wert!. fr{) WJ 
all ah tJt/ f f() lj S 
c:,boyf .fv n n!:} fa fj ,s 
d o n()f hti v e.-
be s -1- () {' t:~ II 
up and do wn 
l' ... tln · ~s f 
IJ/Aqr clo yov 
d/cl nof n arn e_ 
d oes i'1"f have, 
















I. , I 1/re,._ 








• J flrnJo 
vp 
:ran 







' ~b t>vf 
. /rf:P !fb~ 
I olo 























. · ~ 
\) \ _"'_......__,. 
\ 
\ 
The~ plo'fed On()ther gome .. 
7uok wo.s J +. 
He d/d ntJf see.. i-he. 9/r/s. 
He did not see. fhe Jor..s J 
J;e-~rr d/J ht>f gef JJmi~ 
Jill He . d/d naf ge.f 








3 e e_ ):J a :J .e-, ..5~() • 
Then ]7// w as I+. 
l'O h; 0 h1 oh J ,, sa/ti Jill . 
III c a n n () f s ee... :J o u. 
~f here_ are- 1.;; o 1./ J; Jrv1 ? 
J 
}jl h ere- are<- '-to u Ja clr. 
<../ 
\ J / /_ ..... I I I? 11 w n ere. are;.. ":; o v {,4 
. ...,... r· ' Co I o r .J ,· 1 , 
ile. d /01 no -/ ~tJ':l ulhere:. he. UtQ..S .. 
-::J;,t'-)r t:~nd hnfz.. d/d net cQ// 1-~ 7/// 
• T he'f c>l/cl, n of- sa!:! where_ -t-he'j were. 
t 
Thej all /quyAe.cl ctr J//1. 
7:// lcwjhed anc/ /c;v:;J, edJ +co. 
She. c/,'d J1~l- 7 ef Q btJ ;j. 
SJ,e did ncf 9ef Q ~lr/u 
crcorn t-) Jill> J' laoyhecl 77m~ 
tfi - 1 '-' "- _L 
u 1q r;o7 ()p e. ;; m1 pre..sehr -from 
IC-roncln? ofher , 
Com e...) IA.I e~ U/l/1 C~/ I 9 o. 
)4/e w ll / JO t1 n d see.... wh q t- /f- i..s. ~' 
. "!f_e.s/, SQ/c/ cd/ fhe .6oys and 9/r /.s. 
"We, t-vd/ Cl// J" one:/ .see.... 
















. ~ ~ ~ Cii:>\ 
" "ts ~ 
........ ~ ~ 
VJ "' ·t =n 
~ t: 
5..,~ ~ 





~ ~ -~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
......... { 
~ 
~ ~ ~ ,-~ I . 
"' 























, ______ _...:::>.._,___:-.-.:;::.,,__. _ _.......---..:::::;;;;..,,__ _________ __. 
7 /,e, koys and tj/r/.s pia 'feel 
- Ji!Aof .fvn 1-heJ all cf,•c/ ho11e.. 
The~ tNenf vp and fhey wenf down. 
7heJ all wenf vp one/ down. · 
_r{---·~--
-
~-------~-~-··--. ~. ~. -. --~--·--------------t 
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,,·z·'= ,: i - :7 ~ Jl 
1 • ·1 • • ·(/ rr }, .. 1~ ~ ~I {~;.t • J..d· 
.. .:'./ ( /1 . 
mJ)k /J1;Jk 
G.rtJnt/m~-1-her came +() 1-h~ porf~; f~o. 
S~J,e~ Come- -/-4? Ae .. ~ ~~~f/ofhsr 
C"me.. t:Jnd yaf ~$t~me colre. 
... ~~ 
milA . .t~ .f ; and ]'f!t,l ~ome L-ti_,~e. 
Otre. CttJn?il?f :"J StJirJ :Jill 
..._/& 
I • ' (G 1/,/ • -12 ~ 
·l lUiS ..S '"'fi;t #'Va t.'JP$ C.IJA11».J~ oo. 
-,._ ~Die/ /tim . I 4~ ' . #~~ l ';A// bf' vs ore. com'n!J . 
1 All ol' u.s hfe coke.. 
/.;_J; ;/ I 0 o~.- ·;, ~ !i "' .te·; .. (4 ,~h-1 f f .{\( -I A/;;J ti . " (. ·' .jl J..5 . IJIJ[i IF /.k <..,?_. C't,1 1 · "-''' ,i/"c, /;b f.' • q . 




(t' c . ')) 
s.....:, /c/ om e., w-
tt Come) a// of you~ 
Com~ and ...s/n .. <J 1-o X'.Y;? .. 
Sln9> ')!Cl/OP!f Bt'rfholo'f To (jov.' •• 
So al/ rAe.. ~o_ys on d .9'';-/.s olkl SlnJ: 
u HQI'PY 1)1·;-.;.J,e:toy fo yov; 
}lapp'j J/rfAc/ay -1-o !f"V./ 
HQpj:> lj 1:,/;,..-f~ dc;'j .~ deQr 7f rn; 
Happ 'j b/rfhd.e;y t--o !:fOCJ-J' 
rr TAt~n /r yo (;j . 
tt.A'~ 1 I 
/l'f'J,; on, h?!j . 
..t, J L '' '-.1 -r; /"'fl Cln l'r 'fO ~ . SQ 1 £f v/11?. 
T.A /s /.s .f' v n . 
$ e e.. -f he. 6/5.) b/'} CQ /re_ , 
.Se.e. rJ,e.. 6/rfh elqfj cqke. . 
.It ht~.J sev -en c a ncl le s an /+. 
The. SeveY] cqndl~s , a_r-e.. .b/ve.· 
Come,. Q~d h111v e Sorn e. "P . n:?:f 
~/r;ht:l&~!f ~a~e~i 






J;cJr . onrl ;};~ ARel ..some. coke. 
·rh~J- JJI.Id .soma . milk; /roo' . 
. d;/J hod ~ome. c.olre. fJnd m;/}.. 
T,n, had .some mi/lt and coke. 
Jim ),Qtl somt ctike. ond millr1 !-Do. 
1: om c., • 8Qid Grondm•"j,e,~-"• 
. .. ~w !fOU m(}Jy J,flpe ~tint• tee oreQm .• 
"Oh~ ohJ _oh I~ ~q)tf· Q// +he hOJ.tl. _ o~d 9irls~ 
"SGG'- o/1 !he. 1ce eroom ./ # 
57 
:JQck hod .some ie~ c.re.om. 
The fc;ffen we./l'lt tp ~ck . . 
· TJ,e Jr;f.J.en WQ~fetl hi..s ic.& c-....-&owt. 
-~~ J'l/l&'fJ~ H .St"AJJ -1-Ae. //1-f/e kif fe.l'l. 
/,-m hotJI "qme lee. c,.eQwt 1 ~~~~. 
8l11~ we.n# f~J ];;, . 
• . fJl"!J won fed }u·s ice c r e tl wL. 
"B~ . wow~~ S@o dJ 8it11JJ· 
}It; j 41//L~ pe rd/ ~;!/ fhe lice. c. ream. 
58 
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J 
~ ' 9 
1~=--==.,;,...:..:~_.==--=---==="'-=-=--==~-o.;.,_--=="·:.;,..,"-· .-==:;-::·..:"-"'·"-' · ~''''""'co;-J .. ...::c.=!. . .. -."'".==.,.==....=.:==-..::...;.,-:::-:~~-=:=x-=-1 Cl 7 L l lj d J!tl i 1 nanJr< LJOV) f,ne!l ({;// .:J.tJ/e;,"'/. I 
u. -r"' J. J f\ I 
1 _nanli ~j4JU for 1-J-Je.. /c f~ c, re.a Ht *' 
T han,k yotl -hr +ht!.. ct~ke.... 
Thank tJ'~.~ hP fhe. mill~ foo . 
. W'e. t:~ll Ilk e... c.ak~ # 
We. a II /1/re... ml/k. 
fl', gjf /1ke... /c. e.. c.retJ m . .1' 
~T,~R'i G~t:~PiriMo-lhtit-r f:~fa! at .s fo,.:J~ 
SA ~-k e;;// t~ltW-1 Q MOO>h~JJ· 
T&;.- mcnke:J W4S li/n~~ 
~ ~-~~~,(w It> ph!f fi2Jw 
/M . pklj)ed f~ /ttlilh t:1 i;ffe..,'?~ 






a•J \ ll .~ 7(; w~""' ~·rtJi.fll I/~· 
, Ir- M/fJ<$ ({i s~~)i!! l~J@I?f~. 
Lilli/ Jtl l. it' /--'7/ t'IJ 1wr !/#$ nOJf/ tf=uf!J. 




4~~ntl-/,!1 JDod-IJ!jJ ~' Sair/ tAe- JtJdS e~nel 9ir/.s. 
'' G,«i-hJ: c. Qlle. el Jim. 
"GotJJ-b~1» Sold ,#ofh.e~ .. 
"G-Hd-J,!J; M .sold C,.t~,J~n.-1-J.er: 
Then t-/;e ,h4~S 4ntl9''/s "'en I- h"m~ . 
All Juf Jill Ult!.Af home,. 
"I wQnl- fc help; .soid Jill 
7 Jr11#W h~Jw fo J,eJp. 
~!:1 I . help !JDV,~ ..41ofhe.r Ol?d Gramlmt~f.hel?" .' 
I will 9~ A(() ill#!; .s~~~~fi. ~ 
' I 
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• 
1dY~~ J!il~ $@V mt!ly Adp-'41 ~~id ,,~li}e.;r. 
A~~ 4A!e ¥~Jt,w.t Je..f- t"e(IJ)dJ hP h-l~tr , 
#J w~ mv~f pvi} QWfiJJ ;jpe; :c ~k~. 
!#@. "flu~~~'. puf awfllj) I be Pt!lliJ/k . ,, 
~ v ~ ~~ -' "J ~~~~ ~it:ll {IJ'"rt~nR h/§rP/JtbP. If" ~r?IJ~I ~'!} J'Wrj)u/y hi? F@#"h~r. 
~@ I rVil lll he~ ,()~,!) ~~~' 
1T 1/~tll 7!-(JJ'$ fA~® m·illr. 
1oys 
-
''Yes; so/d Ji~n. · ~· J U//// he.~J : 1-a". 
I w/11 rvf- QU/OJ h?~ h/J ball 
[ lA/;// pvf a_way ffl:J /,' f f/e. ~a//. 
I eu1// pvf O/.</ay my f.'vnn:t monk~. 
1 eull/ pvf OWOJ Wl'f l'le..~ hooks. 
l wt!/ l'vl- away all m:; l're.se.nf.:J.~ 
7 (A/;// he.lj,. !:fO'!J :Ti ~" . sa/ d Ji //. 
She.. ht!-/;oe.d Jim fo puf OtVa!:f h/s p1"'e.senl-s. 
She. helped hi-m wiih h/.s ne..w 6ooks. 
SAe.. he.~ecl h/nt wilh c,// of' /,/s new fo!:JS. 
63 
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!! 
Soon F;;.;.her came.. hCJffl~ ... 
"LooA 1-here., Jim. ft/);,-J- is iJ1 +he- ,b,j l>ar ?" 
7 d~> nDf kl")t~w. I Cu n n of l e / /J '' St:.~Jd J/;,. 
''}//here i.s A'~fher ? bas/red Fafher-. 
'' P~es 3he- /rn()w tvha 1- /_s /H -J-h e.. hox ? ,, 
''3 he- d/tl nPf fell Pne.. ~ 
]);d She. Jr now aJdf/f ;f ? ,>a s.ked Jim 
-''I d () n u f- Jr J'HJ w ;u ..S a / tl J=(; .f); e r. 
:Ar-e-. J w :rod a I he/jo /nc; 7 
v 
I I I J ../ I L ; ,, 
N e-1); me-. p v f- +n-e- J:) o ;< ' n-e. re. . 




no! JT'wr d/d s h·'nJ +his : 
''' 'ht:d a happ!f. hapf•'Y hlrtholt~!fj 
Jaot- Q hopp!f, ht:~PPJ c/Q!/ I 
1 have .so man_y1 man!:/ fo:J.S-
... k J J" 
- e:l~ niJf n(JW wi'Jaf f() soyo 
... #ofh er Qncl F~fhe r 1~ ~.~9 ),e ·o1. 
t~ ore y/ad~>).fhe'f s t:~ /d, 
t}l{ ctre. y/ad !/ov ht~ve. had a ha.f>py 
I , -' / r-fn ola'j ... 
u I am J/aciJ foo/? !t:~vjhe r:/ J7/l. 
'
1I am :1/aol yov hact a Ju-tpp :1 ciCIJ· 
T hanJr yov f'c~. ask·/n:g me. fo vorn e.. 
. a ~~od parr~ ~ 
~w I fUn go/n 7 /J,me.. • . 
I m~,~sf rvn A~me.. I'Qsf, 
Good-/;'1J Joocl-thy . JJ 
l 
·ere _, , -r:;;') ·c1 _ """7':"' () (JCif• ,/;) !:/.> J i, ) 'I$Q I .JI/1'1 , 
H Thank !JDv For my p resenf-. '' 
./ 
